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Context) pointed out more in Detail
1. Introduction to the Topic
This is a very, very crucial paragraph about Christians’ perfidy or foul mouth, at all. Perhaps it is the
most important part of bare-jesus.net. Here, we do not only provide conclusive evidence about a
special kind of psychological projection Christians are used to perpetrating, since ever.
Let us recall: Psychological projection means that the upbraiding one blames others, especially his
rivals, opponents and enemies to do that what first of all the upbraiding one does and perhaps,
perhaps and perhaps the blamed one. I.e. psychological projections mean dishing the dirt of one’s
own on others, preferable on one’s inveterately hated competitors, adversaries and enemies.
Here, we provide evidence that Christians cannot do but divorcing of Bible passages from their
context. However, when becoming refuted or cornered by their adversaries, Christians want to keep
their deceits by accusing others that they purportedly divorce Bible passages from their context. Due
to their perfidy which they camouflage as “martyrdom for the truths”, Christians do nothing but
dishing the dirt of their own on their opponents only to keep their deceits working. If a matter is
contradictious, one necessarily has to decide for one part of the contradiction because one cannot
claim the one and its reverse, at the same time. I.e., one has to divorce the contradiction from its
other part(s) (contradicting the chosen one).
However, this evidence is much more far-reaching for Christian sect as we are going to expose, now.
By the following demonstrations, we do not want to kill only two birds by one stone but several
birds by one stone. At present, we just want to clue:

Firstly, what is contradictious cannot be claimed as “inerrant” and “absolute truths”. It cannot be
claimed as truth, at all!
Secondly, contradictions confute Christian trickery that first one has to believe and afterwards
everything of Christian concoctions seem to be coherent. On the contrary, those contradictions
demonstrate that Christian sect as utmost depravity, lie, deceit, perfidy and criminality is not only
to debunk by reason but even by that what the Christians try fobbing off as "god's word", indeed not
less.
Thirdly, it is to question what authorization a scripture has that is as well good for “good will” as for
criminal intents, i.e. for the one and its contrary. Since nobody lies for his disadvantage, it is to
assume that the “good” face only is a mask that shall "catch men" (Lu 5:10), i.e., make the targeted
prey (thieves' cant: "sheep") to trust in their predators.
Fourthly, the logic of lies and deceits are contradictions (the one thing being faked by the mask and
the true grimace hidden behind the mask intending the reverse of that what the mask pretends).
Therefore, the mask of the perfidious , i.e. pretty "morals" like, for example, "love" and "charity",
always is going to be vititiated by the hidden true nature of the perfidious.
Fifthly, lies, deceit, hypocrisy and perfidy are always with contradictions since they are based on
double-faces and double-standards. That is why we call contradictions the logic of them.
Sixthly, psychological projections are an intrinsic attribute of perfidy and especially one of Christian
perfidy. Nobody masters perfidy (foul mouth) more skillfully than Christians do. The (Christian)
projecting one is unable to bear the truths about himself or despises himself what he does (see: Lu
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14:26) and therefore wants to “acquit” himself by blaming others with the dirt of his own. Hereby
the blaming (psychological projectionist) wants to feign being a very good (“moral”) person, he
indeed is not while describing, respectively, denouncing the others as that what he the (the
projecting one) in fact is. About the object (victim) of a psychological projection, nothing is said but
sufficiently about the “innocent lamb” projecting all the dirt of his on this competitors, opponents
and enemies.
Seventhly, each author debunking something unfavorable about the dastardly Christians and hereby
refers to its “Holy Writ” robotically is blamed to “divorce Bible passages from its context”. The
furtive Christian dastards do not want to admit that everything that is necessary to debunk their lies,
deceits and crimes is written in that what they call “New Testament”. Dishing the dirt of their own
on their rivals, adversaries and enemies is Christians' general "love" of enemies. This is the love of
the perfidious! They more perfidious they are, the more they exaggerate “morals” by disguise! As
often said, the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) does not less condemn (furtive) Christians and
their perfidy than reason does. In that situation, Christians as objectifications of perfidy, i.e. perfidy
that has become human bodies, cannot but grasping at this “emergency break”. It is their
"emergency break" to escape from becoming debunked and keep their foul mouth and foul play
working. Now we are going to produce evidence that:
●

●

●

Firstly, already Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ”) modeled that heinous
falsehood of psychological projection of divorcing Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”)
passages from its context to his “sick ones needing a physician” (see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:3132, Lu 19:10).
Secondly, the Christian chronicles' (“New Testament’s”) writers "abundantly" perpetrated the
perfidy of these psychological projections.
Thirdly, Christians cannot but blaming others for the speck in their eyes but repressing the log
of their own. However, Ben-Pandera and his fellow objectifications of perfidy, i.e. Christians,
are of that incredibly perfidy as to blame others for perpetrating that what nobody does more
than they do.

Establishing lies as “truths” necessarily is not possible without foul mouth and foul play. Hence,
necessarily Christianity is criminality and not because of some “black sheep” purportedly and
permanently “vitiating” the mask of the objectifications of perfidy!
By divorcing Bible passages from their context, dastardly Christians try feigning cogency of their
“god’s word” that does not exist if they do not like the concerned (reverse) passage (of their “god’s
word”!), for whatever reasons. For instance, Catholics do so against Protestants and vice versa.
However, the rival of both are Jehovah’s witnesses. If the Christian sheep say to their Catholic or
Protestant robotizers, for instance, that Jehovah’s witnesses also quote from the Bible for their
views as well Catholic as Protestant robotizers (thieves’ cant: “good shepherd”) do, the latter tell
their sheep that Jehovah’s Witnesses purportedly divorce Bible passages from their contexts. This
might be the case. However, furtive Catholics and dastardly Protestants “only” blame Jehovah’s
Witness to do that what each Christian is forced to do as long he is Christian. By blaming other
doing that, Catholic and Protestant predators want to fool their prey (thieves’ cant: sheep) that
everything is o.k. with their sects and that they do not do that what the dangerous rival does. There
is no perfidy like Christianity!
Of course, the henchmen and henchwomen of perfidy generally perpetrate this psychological
projection also on the author of this treatise and other adversaries of their criminality, since here we
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debunk furtive Christian sects by the “god’s word” of their own.
“New Testament’s” contradictions also debunk that telling the facts and cleaving to the truths
would have been the only wonder Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ”) would have
worked… As we are going to produce evidence now, nobody but Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves'
cant: Jesus “Christ”) introduced perfidy to Christian sects as weapon of the (almost) perfect crime.
As generally known, if dastardly Christians are driven into a corner and cannot but admit their
depravity, they try prevaricating that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Jesus “Christ”) purportedly was go(o)
d. That is nothing but just another snare of Christian shysters to cant the abomination of their sect if
they are unable to contest, deny and repress the truths. Ben-Pandera instructs his henchmen
(Christians) how to trick, deceive and perpetrate crimes in the most unassailable way, i.e. by perfidy
of course, for being addressed and worshiped as “god”, in exchange. There is nothing free of charge
and tricks how to perpetrate the (almost) perfect crime, not at all! Therefore, Ben-Pandera is the
instigator of all Christian dastards’ foul mouths and foul play, especially of Christian barbarities,
atrocities and other sorts of abomination. He intended those crimes his fellow Christian creeps,
crooks n’ brutes or dastards n’ bastards were able to perpetrate, in particular, in their Middle Ages.
Below, we present the proper evidence for that. The one that is addressed and worshiped as
“god” (Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera, thieves' cant: Jesus Christ”) is not the king of the kings but the king
of all criminals, especially, of Christian sneaky criminals, dastardly desperadoes and furtive
terrorist. He his the homo scelestus gathering the homines scelesti (homo=human,
scelestus=criminal)! Ben-Pandera is INRI (Iesus Nazarenus Rex Interfectorum - Jesus of Nazareth,
king of the murderers).
2. Forty-four Examples of Christian Perfidy of Divorcing Bible Passages from their Context
Survey of Jesus’ and the Christians’ perfidy of mendaciously Divorcing Bible Passages from its
context (what they due to their perfidy accuse their enemies to do)
Contradictions are the logic of lie, deceit, hypocrisy and perfidy. Without contradictions, there is no lie and
deception. Contradictions mean that one can quote nothing from the left table without divorcing the quotations
from its contexts cited in the right table. Due to the contradictions, Christians cannot but divorcing Bible
passages from their context. Contradictions at least consist of two (reverse) parts. If there is a contradiction,
generally one has to side with one part of it while ignoring or contesting the other part(s). Here, in addition it is
about perfidy of psychological projections since Christian shysters and predators are used to slandering their
rivals, opponents and enemies doing that what they necessarily do as a matter of course, especially when belied. I.e.
due to their perfidy Christians dish the dirt of their own on others and insidiously call this “charity”,
“spiritual welfare” or even "love of enemy". Moreover, hereby it is provided evidence that “god” in Christian sect
is not the one who spoke “god’s word” but those who decide by what part of contradiction, i.e. “god’s word”, one has
to abide and what is to ignore, respectively, to reject.
The one Part(s) of Contradictions
The Contrary
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01

Ac 23:26 NRSV
…the Messiah must suffer…
Lu 9:22 NRSV
22 (the homo scelestus) saying, “The Son of Man must undergo
great suffering, and be rejected by the elders, chief priests, and
scribes, and be killed, and on the third day be raised.”
Mr 8:31 NRSV
31 Then he began to teach them that the son of man must undergo
great suffering, and be rejected by the elders, the chief priests,
and the scribes, and be killed, and after three days rise again
Mr 10:45 NRSV
45 For the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to
give his life a ransom for many.
Lu 24:26 NRSV
26 Was it not necessary that the Messiah should suffer these
things and then enter into his glory?"

Ps 91:11-12 NRSV
11 For he (god) will command his angels concerning you to
guard you (god’s Messiah) in all your ways.
12 On their hands they will bear you up, so that you will
not dash your foot against a stone
Mt 4:6 NRSV
"If you are the Son of God, throw yourself down; for it is
written, ‘He will command his angels concerning you,’ and
‘On their hands they will bear you up, so that you (the
faking “Son of God”) will not dash your foot against a
stone.’"
Lu 4:10-11 NRSV
10 for it is written, ‘He will command his angels
concerning you, to protect you,’
11 and ‘On their hands they will bear you up, so that
you will not dash your foot against a stone.’
De 24:16 NRSV
16 Parents shall not be put to death for their children, nor
shall children be put to death for their parents; only for
their own crimes may persons be put to death.
Eze 18:20 NRSV
20 The person who sins shall die. A child shall not suffer
for the iniquity of a parent, nor a parent suffer for the
iniquity of a child; the righteousness of the righteous shall be
his own, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be his own.
2Ki 14:6 NRSV
6 But he did not put to death the children of the murderers;
according to what is written in the book of the law of Moses,
where the Lord commanded, "The parents shall not be put to
death for the children, or the children be put to death for the
parents; but all shall be put to death for their own sins."
2Ch 25:4 NRSV
4 But he did not put their children to death, according to
what is written in the law, in the book of Moses, where the
Lord commanded, "The parents shall not be put to death
for the children, or the children be put to death for the
parents; but all shall be put to death for their own sins."

Ho 6:6 NRSV:
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6 “For I (god) desire steadfast love and not sacrifice,
the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings.”
De 21:22-23 NKJV
22 “If a man has committed a sin deserving of death,
and he is put to death, and you hang him on a tree,
23 “his body shall not remain overnight on the tree, but you
shall surely bury him that day, so that you do not defile the
land which the LORD your God is giving you as an
inheritance; for he who is hanged is accursed of God.
“…for Jesus came to crucify the world.” (The Gospel of
Philip, Saying 53)
Joh 20:9 NRSV
9 “… for as yet (even when the “disciples” went to the
grave of the crucified one!) they (“disciples”) did not
understand the scripture, that he must rise from the
dead.”
Ps 91:11-12 NRSV
11 For he (god) will command his angels concerning you to
guard you (god’s Messiah) in all your ways.
12 On their hands they will bear you up, so that you will
not dash your foot against a stone
02

03

Joh 8:44 NRSV
44 You (Jewish people) are from your father the devil, and you
choose to do your father’s desires. He was a murderer from the
beginning and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth
in him. When he lies, he speaks according to his own nature, for
he is a liar and the father of lies.
Ac 26:23 AV
23 he (Jesus) should be the first that should rise from the dead,

John 8:14 NKJV
14 Jesus answered and said to them, “Even if I bear
witness of myself, my witness is true…
Joh 8:18 AV
18 I am one that (like Satan) bear witness of myself…
Lu 7:12-15 NRSV
12 As he approached the gate of the town, a man who had
died was being carried out. He was his mother’s only son,
and she was a widow; and with her was a large crowd from
the town.
13 When the Lord saw her, he had compassion for her and
said to her, "Do not weep."
14 Then he came forward and touched the bier, and the
bearers stood still. And he said, "Young man, I (Jesus) say
to you, rise!"
15 The dead man sat up and began to speak, and Jesus
gave him to his mother.
Joh 11:43-44
43 When he had said this, he (Jesus) cried with a loud voice,
"Lazarus, come out!"
44 The dead man came out, his hands and feet bound
with strips of cloth, and his face wrapped in a cloth.
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Jesus said to them, "Unbind him, and let him go."
1 Ki 17:22 NRSV
22 The LORD (god) listened to the voice of Elijah; the life of
the child came into him again, and he revived.
2Ki 4:32 – 35 NRSV
32 When Elisha came into the house, he saw the child
lying dead on his bed.
33 So he went in and closed the door on the two of them,
and prayed to the LORD.
34 Then he got up on the bed and lay upon the child,
putting his mouth upon his mouth, his eyes upon his eyes,
and his hands upon his hands; and while he lay bent over
him, the flesh of the child became warm.
35 He got down, walked once to and fro in the room, then
got up again and bent over him; the child sneezed seven
times, and the child opened his eyes
2Ki 13:21 NRSV
21 As a man was being buried, a marauding band was seen
and the man was thrown into the grave of Elisha; as soon
as the man touched the bones of Elisha, he came to life
and stood on his feet.

04

Mr 16:20 NRSV
… the Lord (Jesus) worked with them and confirmed the message
by the signs
Mt 21:25 NKJV
15 But when the chief priests and scribes saw the wonderful
things that he (Jesus) did
Joh 3:2 NRSV
2 He came to Jesus by night and said to him, "Rabbi, we know that
you (Jesus) are a teacher who has come from God; for no one can
do these signs that you do apart from the presence of God."
Ac 2:22 NRSV
22... Jesus of Nazareth, a man (pretending to be “god”) attested to
you (Jews) by God with deeds of power, wonders, and signs that
God did through him among you…
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Mt 9:23-25 NRSV
23 When Jesus came to the leader’s house and saw the flute
players and the crowd making a commotion,
24 he said, "Go away; for the girl is not dead but sleeping."
And they laughed at him.
25 But when the crowd had been put outside, he went in
and took her by the hand, and the girl got up.
Ps 136: 4 NRSV
4 (God) who alone: does great wonders…
Mt 24:24 NKJV
24 "For false christs and false prophets will rise and
show great signs and wonders to deceive
Mr 13:22 NKJV
22"For false christs and false prophets will rise and
show signs and wonders to deceive…
2Th 2:9-12
9 The coming of the lawless one is apparent in the
working of Satan, who uses all power, signs, lying
wonders,
10 and every kind of wicked deception for those who are
perishing, because they refused to love the truth and so be
saved.
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Joh 14:11 KJ 21
11 Believe me that I am in the Father, and the Father in me; or else
believe me (Jesus) for the very works’ sake.
Joh 20:25 NRSV
25 Jesus answered, "I have told you, and you do not believe. The
works that I do in my Father’s name testify to me;
Joh 10:35 NRSV
38 But if I (Jesus) do them, even though you do not believe me,
believe the works, so that you may know and understand that
the Father is in me and I am in the Father."
Joh 20:30 NRSV
30 Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of his
disciples, which are not written in this book.
05

06

Mt 12:39 NRSV
39 But he (Jesus) answered them (to the Jews), "An evil and
adulterous generation asks for a sign, but to it except the sign of
the prophet Jonah
Lu 11:29 NRSV
29 ¶ When the crowds were increasing, he began to say, "This
generation is an evil generation; it asks for a sign, but no sign will
be given to it except the sign of Jonah.
Mt 5:44 NRSV
44 ... Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you,
Lu 6:27 NRSV
27 ... Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you,
Lu 6:35 NRSV
35 But love your enemies, do good,

11 For this reason God sends them a powerful delusion,
leading them to believe what is false,
12 so that all who have not believed the truth but took
pleasure in unrighteousness will be condemned.
Mt 12:39 NRSV
39 But he (Jesus) answered them (to the Jews), "An evil and
adulterous generation asks for a sign, but no sign will be
given to it except the sign of the prophet Jonah
Mr 8:12 NRSV
12 And he sighed deeply in his spirit and said, "Why does
this generation ask for a sign? Truly I tell you, no sign will
be given to this generation."

Mr 8:12 NRSV
12 And he sighed deeply in his spirit and said, "Why does
this generation ask for a sign? Truly I tell you, no sign will
be given to this generation."

Joh 8:44 NRSV
44 You (Jewish people) are from your father the devil, and
you choose to do your father’s desires. He was a murderer
from the beginning and does not stand in the truth, because
there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks according
to his own nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies.
(That is the way Ben-Pandera how Ben-Pandera, i.e.
the foul mouth, loves insulting his enemies!)
Jesus said, “I shall destroy this house (the world), and
no one will be able to (re)build it [...] EvTh Logion 71
Jesus said, "The kingdom of the father is like a certain
man who wanted to kill a powerful man. In his own
house he drew his sword and stuck it into the wall in order
to find out whether his hand could carry through. Then he
[1]
(Jesus and his fellow Mafiosi) slew the powerful man."
Re 2:6 NKJV
6 Yet this is to your credit: you hate the works of the
Nicolaitans, which I (Jesus) also hate.
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Re 2:22-24 NKJV
22 “Indeed I (Jesus) will cast her (prophetess rival
Jezebel) into a sickbed, and those who commit adultery with
her into great tribulation, unless they repent of their deeds.
23 “I (Jesus, the homo scelestus) will kill her
(Jezebel’s) children with death…

07

08

09

2Th 2:3-4 NRSV
rebellion comes first and the lawless one is revealed, the one
destined for destruction.
4 He opposes and exalts himself above every so-called god or object
of worship, so that he takes his seat in the temple of God, declaring
himself to be God
Mt 22:39 NRSV
39 You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ (Cribbed from Le
19:18)
Joh 14:6 NRSV
6 Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth…
Ro 9:1 NRSV
1 ¶ I am speaking the truth in Christ—I (Shaul Paul) am not
lying;
2Co 11:31 NRSV
31 The God and Father of the Lord Jesus (blessed be he forever!)
knows that I (Shaul Paul) do not lie
Ga 1:20 NRSV
20 In what I am writing to you, before God, I (Shaul Paul) do not
lie!
1Ti 2:7 NRSV
7 For this I was appointed a herald and an apostle <I am telling the
truth, I am not lying>…
1Jo 2:27 NRSV
27 …and is true and is not a lie, and just as it has taught you,
abide in him.
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2Pe 2:12 NKJV
“But these (disbelievers are) like natural brute beasts
made to be caught and destroyed...
Ro 10:4 NRSV
4 For Christ is the end of the law…

Lu 14:26 NKJV
26 “If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and
mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters, yes, and his
own life also, he cannot be my disciple.”
(I.e. hate your neighbor as you hate yourself)!
“And if thou wouldst know concerning me, what I (Jesus)
was, know that with a word did I (Jesus) deceive all
things and I was no whit deceived” (The Acts of John,
§96)
Joh 3:7 NKJV
7 For if the truth of God has increased through my (Shaul
Paul’s) lie…
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10

11

12

Joh 5: 30:31 NRSV
30 “I can do nothing on my own. As I hear, I judge; and my
judgment is just, because I seek to do not my own will but the will of
him who sent me.
31 ¶ “If I testify about myself, my testimony is not true
Joh 5:19 NRSV
"Very truly, I (Ben-Pandera) tell you, the Son can do nothing on
his own,
Ro 9:1 (ASV)
1¶ I (Paul) say the truth in Christ, I (Paul) lie not…

Mt 5:10 NRSV
10 “Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Mt 5:6 NRSV
6“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for
they will be filled
Mt 5:7 NRSV
7 “Blessed are the merciful, for they will receive mercy.

John 8:14 NKJV
14 Jesus answered and said to them, “Even if I bear
witness of myself, my witness is true
Joh 8:18 AV
18 I am one (besides Satan) that bear witness of
myself…
Ro 3: 7-8 ASV
8 But if the truth of God through my (Paul’s) lie
abounded unto his glory, why am I also still judged as a
sinner?
Mt 10:34 -36
34 “Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the
Earth; I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father, and
a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law
against her mother-in-law;
36 and one’s foes will be members of one’s own
household.
Mt 24:51 NRSV
51 … weeping and gnashing of teeth.

Mt 5:8 NRSV
8 “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God.

Mt 24:15 NRSV
15 … abomination of desolation…

Mt 5,9 – 10 NKJV
9 Blessed are the peacemakers, For they shall be called sons of God.
10 Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, For
theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

Lu 12:51 -53 NRSV
51 Do you think that I have come to bring peace to the
Earth? No, I tell you, but rather division!
52 From now on five in one household will be divided, three
against two and two against three;
53 they will be divided: father against son and son
against father, mother against daughter and daughter
against mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-inlaw and daughter-in-law against mother-in-law.”

Mt 26:52 NRSV
52 “Then Jesus said to him, ‘Put your sword back into its place; for
all who take the sword will perish by the sword’”,
Joh 14:27 NRSV
27 Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give
to you as the world gives.

Lu 12:49 NRSV
49 “I came to bring fire to the Earth, and how I wish it
were already kindled!

Joh 16:33 NRSV
33 have said this to you, so that in me you may have peace

Lu 14:23 NRSV
23 Then the master (Jesus) said to the slave (Christian), ‘Go
out into the roads and lanes, and compel people to come
in (my sect of perfidy, foul play and murder), so that my
house may be filled.
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Lu 19:27 NKJV
27 ‘But bring here those enemies of mine, who did not
want me to reign over them, and slay them before me.’”
Lu 22:36 NRSV
36 “…the one who has no sword must sell his cloak and buy
one.”
Jesus said, “The kingdom of the father is like a certain
man who wanted to kill a powerful man. In his own
house he drew his sword and stuck it into the wall in order
to find out whether his hand could carry through. Then he
slew the powerful man.”(EvTh, Logion 98)
2Pe 2:12 NKJV
12 These people (who do not believe in the sect of
perfidy), however, are like irrational animals, mere
creatures of instinct, born to be caught and killed
2Th 1:8 NRSV
8 in flaming fire taking vengeance on those who do not
know (what Christians blather about) God, and on those who
do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.
13

14

Mt 5:17 NRSV
17 ¶ “Do not think that I have come to abolish the law or the
prophets; I have come not to abolish but to fulfill.

Mt 26:28 NRSV
28 for this is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for
many for the forgiveness of sins
Mr 14:24 NRSV
24 He said to them, “This is my blood of the covenant, which is
poured out for many

Joh 10:8 NRSV
8 All (the prophets) who came before me are thieves
and bandits
Lu 24:25 NRSV
25 Then he (Jesus) said to them, “Oh, how foolish you are,
and how slow of heart to believe all that the prophets
have declared…”
Mt 5:45 NRSV
45 “…for he (god) makes his sun rise on the evil and on
the good, and sends rain on the righteous and on the
unrighteous.
Mt 9:13 NRSV
13 Go and learn what this means, ‘I (god) desire mercy,
not sacrifice.’ For I have come to call not the righteous but
sinners.”
Mt 12:7 NRSV
7 But if you had known what this means, ‘I desire mercy
and not sacrifice,’
De 24:26 NRSV
16 “Parents shall not be put to death for their children, nor
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shall children be put to death for their parents; only for
their own crimes may persons be put to death.”
Eze 18-:20 NRSV
20 “The person who sins shall die. A child shall not
suffer for the iniquity of a parent, nor a parent suffers for the
iniquity of a child; the righteousness of the righteous shall be
his own, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be his own”.
2Ki 14:6 NRSV
6 “But he did not put to death the children of the murderers;
according to what is written in the book of the law of Moses,
where the Lord commanded, “The parents shall not be put to
death for the children, or the children be put to death for the
parents; but all shall be put to death for their own sins.”
2Ch 25:4 NRSV
4 But he did not put their children to death, according to
what is written in the law, in the book of Moses, where the
Lord commanded, “The parents shall not be put to death for
the children, or the children be put to death for the parents;
but all shall be put to death for their own sins.”

15

Mt 10:16 NRSV
16 ¶ “See, I am sending you out like sheep into the midst of
wolves; so be wise as serpents and innocent as doves

Ho 6:6 NRSV
6 “For I (god) desire steadfast love and not sacrifice,
the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings.”
Mt 5:39 YLT
39 “…do not resist the evil.”
Mt 12:29 NRSV
29 Or how can one enter a strong man’s house and
plunder his property, without first tying up the strong
man? Then indeed the house can be plundered.
Mr 3:27 NRSV
27 But no one can enter a strong man’s house and
plunder his property without first tying up the strong
man; then indeed the house can be plundered.
“… I (Jesus) deceive all things and I was no whit
deceived.”(Acts of John, § 96)

16

Joh 14:17 NKJV
17 “the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because
it neither sees him nor knows him; but you (Christians) know
him, for he dwells with you and will be in you.
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Joh 16:12 NRSV
16 “I (Jesus) still have many things to say to you, but you
(my Christians) cannot bear them now.
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17

1Pe 2:15-16 Young’s Literal Translation (1898)
15 because, so is the will of God, doing good, to put to silence the
ignorance of the foolish men;
16 as free, and not having the freedom as the cloak of the evil,
but as servants of God;

2Pe 2:12 NRSV
12 These (disbelieving) people, however, are like
irrational animals, mere creatures of instinct, born to be
caught and killed

18

Mt 26:52 NRSV
52 Then Jesus said to him, “Put your sword back into its place; for
all who take the sword will perish by the sword.

Lu 22:36 NRSV
36 He (the homo scelestus) said to them, “But now, the one
who has a purse must take it, and likewise a bag. And the
one who has no sword must sell his cloak and buy one.
Mt 10:34 NRSV
34 “Do not think that I (the homo scelestus) have come
to bring peace to the Earth; I have not come to bring peace,
but a sword…

19

Joh 18:36 NRSV
36 Jesus answered, “My kingdom is not from this world. If my
kingdom were from this world, my followers (i.e. Christians and
not god) would be fighting to keep me from being handed over to the
Jews. But as it is, my kingdom is not from here.”

Joh 18:10 NRSV
10 Then Simon Peter, who had a sword, drew it, struck
the high priest’s slave, and cut off his right ear.
Mt 2:1-2 NRSV
1 …wise men from the East came to Jerusalem,
2 asking, “Where is the child who has been born king of the
Jews?...
Joh 12:13 NRSV
13 So they (the henchmen of the homo scelestus) took
branches of palm trees and went out to meet him, shouting,
“Hosanna! Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the
Lord—the King of Israel!
Mic 5:2 NRSV (in some edition enumerated as 5:1)
2 But you, O Bethlehem of Ephrathah, who are one of the
little clans of Judah, from you shall come forth for me one
who is to rule in Israel, whose origin is from of old, from
ancient days.
“But if, then, this (Infanticide) was done (by Herode) in
order that you (Jesus) might not reign in his stead when you
(Jesus) had grown to man’s estate; why, after you did
reach that estate, do you not become a king, instead of
you, the Son of God, wandering about in so mean a
condition, hiding yourself through fear, and leading a
[2]
miserable life up and down?”
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20

Joh 13:35 NRSV
35 By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you
have love for one another.”

Jas 4:1-2 NKJV
1 ¶ ¶ Where do wars and fights come from among you
(Christians)? Do they not come from your desires for
pleasure that war in your members?
2 You (Christians) lust and do not have. You (Christians)
murder and covet and cannot obtain. You (Christians)
fight and war. Yet you do not have because you do not ask.
“I (Roman emperor Julian) experienced that even beasts of
prey are not that hostile minded on human beings than
[3]
one Christian on another one.”

21

Mt 26: 59 – 63 NRSV
59 Now the chief priests and the whole council were looking for
false testimony against Jesus so that they might put him to
death,
60 but they found none, though many false witnesses came
forward. At last two came forward
61 and said, “This fellow said, ‘I am able to destroy the temple of
God and to build it in three days.’”
62 The high priest stood up and said, “Have you no answer? What
is it that they testify against you?”
63 But Jesus was silent.

Joh 2:19 NRSV
19 Jesus answered them, “Destroy this temple, and in
three days I will raise it up.

Mr 14:55 NRSV
55 Now the chief priests and the whole council were looking
for testimony against Jesus to put him to death; but they found
none.
56 For many gave false testimony against him, and their testimony
did not agree.
57 Some stood up and gave false testimony against him, saying,
58 “We heard him say, ‘I will destroy this temple that is made with
hands, and in three days I will build another, not made with hands.’”
59 But even on this point their testimony did not agree.
60 Then the high priest stood up before them and asked Jesus, “Have
you no answer? What is it that they testify against you?”
61 But he was silent and did not answer.
22

Mt 1:18 NRSV
18 When his mother Mary had been engaged to Joseph, but before
they lived together, she was found to be with child from the
Holy Spirit.
Lu 1:34 NRSV
34 Mary said to the angel, “How can this be, since I am a
virgin?”
Joh 1:45 NRSV
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De 23:2 NRSV
2 Those born of an illicit union shall not be admitted
to the assembly of the Lord. Even to the tenth generation,
none of their descendants shall be admitted to the assembly
of the Lord
“For he [Celsus] represents the Jew disputing with Jesus,
and confuting him, as he thinks, on many points; and in the
first place, he accuses him(the homo scelestus) of having
invented his birth from a virgin, and upbraids Him with
being born in a certain Jewish village, of a poor woman of

Divorcing Bible passages from its Context

45 (“Disciple”) Philip found Nathanael and said to him, “We have
found him about whom Moses in the law and also the prophets
wrote, Jesus son of Joseph from Nazareth.”

23

24

Mr 9:35 NRSV
35 “Whoever wants to be first must be last of all and servant of
all.”.”

Lu 5:32 NRSV
32 “Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who
are sick; I have come to call not the righteous but sinners.
Mr 2:17 NRSV
Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are
sick; I (Ben-Pandera) have come to call not the righteous but
sinners."
Mt 9:12 NRSV
"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are
sick.
Ro 16:18 NKJV
…by smooth words and flattering speech deceive the hearts of
the simple

the country, who gained her subsistence by spinning,
and who was turned out of doors by her husband, a
carpenter by trade, because she was convicted of
adultery; that after being driven away by her husband, and
wandering about for a time, she disgracefully gave birth to
Jesus, an illegitimate child, who (Jesus) having hired
himself out as a servant in Egypt on account of his
poverty, and having there acquired some miraculous
powers, on which the Egyptians greatly pride themselves,
returned to his own country, highly elated on account of
[4]
them, and by means of these proclaimed himself a God.”
1Jo 5:4 NRSV
4 for whatever is born of God conquers the world.
Re 2: 26 – 27 NRSV
26 To everyone who conquers and continues to do my works
to the end, I (the homo scelestus) will give authority
over the nations;
27 to rule them with an iron rod, as when clay pots are
shattered
Joh 9: 31 NRSV
30 We know that God does not listen to sinners…
Mt 5:13 NRSV
13 ¶ “You (the sick needing a physician) are the salt of the
Earth ...
Mt 5:14 NRSV
14 “You (the sick needing a physician) are the light of the
world. (You the sick needing a physician are) A city built
on a hill cannot be hid.

1Th 2:5 NRSV
5 As you know and as God is our witness, we never came with
words of flattery or with a pretext for greed;…

Mt 16:19 NRSV
19 I (Ben-Pandera) will give you (sick one needing a
physician) the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven,
and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven."

Jude 1:16 NKJV
These are grumblers, complainers, walking according to their own
lusts; and they mouth great swelling words, flattering people
to gain advantage.

Mt 18:18 NRSV
18 Truly I tell you, whatever you (sick one needing a
physician) bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.
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25

Mt 9:13 NRSV
13 For I (Jesus) have come to call not the righteous (nonChristians) but sinners (desperadoes).
Mr 2:17 NRSV
17“Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who
are sick; I (Jesus) have come to call not the righteous but
sinners
Lu 5:32 NRSV
32 “Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who
are sick; I have come to call not the righteous but sinners.
Lu 19:10 NRSV
10 “For the Son of Man came to seek out and to save the lost

Mt 7:17-19 NRSV
19 In the same way, every good tree bears good fruit, but
the bad tree bears bad fruit.
18 A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree
bear good fruit.
Mt 12:34 NRSV
34 How can you speak good things, when you are evil? For
out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks.
Lu 6:43 NRSV
43 "No good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad
tree bear good fruit;
Lu 6:45 NRSV
45 The good person out of the good treasure of the heart
produces good, and the evil person out of evil treasure
produces evil; for it is out of the abundance of the heart
that the mouth speaks.
Joh 8:34 NRSV

26

Joh 8:32 NRSV
32 “… and you will know the truth, and the truth will make you
free.”

27

Joh 8:14 NKJV
14 Jesus answered and said to them, “Even if I bear witness of
Myself, My witness is true

28

Mt 28:20 AV
20 “…lo, I (Jesus) am with you alway, even unto the end of the
world.”
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34 Jesus answered them, “Very truly, I tell you, everyone
who commits sin is a slave to sin. (Do not blame BenPandera for always lying and deceiving!).
Mt 26:71 -74 NRSV
71 When he (Peter) went out to the porch, another servantgirl saw him (Peter), and she said to the bystanders, “This
man was with Jesus of Nazareth.”
72 Again he (Peter) denied it with an oath, “I do not
know the man.”
73 After a little while the bystanders came up and said to
Peter, “Certainly you are also one of them, for your accent
betrays you.”
74 Then he (Peter) began to curse, and he (Peter) swore an
oath, “I do not know the man (Jesus)!”
Joh 5:31 NRSV
31 “If I (Jesus) testify about myself, my testimony is not
true
Joh 5:19 NRSV
"Very truly, I (Ben-Pandera) tell you, the Son can do
nothing on his own,
Joh 18:8 NRSV
8 You always have the poor with you, but you do not
always have me.”

Divorcing Bible passages from its Context

29

The mere existence of Christians’ (illicit) addition of 27 books
to the Bible (thieves’ cant: “Old Testament”

De 4:2 NRSV
2 You must neither add anything to what I command you
nor take away anything from it, but keep the
commandments of the Lord your God with which I am
charging you.
De 12:32 NRSV
32 You must diligently observe everything that I command
you; do not add to it or take anything from it.
Pr 30:6 NRSV
6 Do not add to his (god’s) words, or else he will rebuke
you, and you will be found a liar

30

Mr 16:17-18 NRSV
17 And these signs will accompany those who believe: by using
my name they will cast out demons; they will speak in new tongues;
18 they will pick up snakes in their hands, and if they drink
any deadly thing, it will not hurt them; they will lay their hands
on the sick, and they will recover –

1Co 10:9 NRSV
9 We must not put Christ to the test, as some of them did,
and were destroyed by serpents.

31

Mt 2:14 – 15 NRSV
14 Then Joseph got up, took the child and his mother by night, and
went to Egypt,
15 and remained there until the death of Herod.

Lu 2:39 NRSV
39 When they (the family of Ben-Pandera) had finished
everything required by the law of the Lord (after birth), they
returned to Galilee, to their own town of Nazareth
(and there was no flight into Egypt!).
Isa 30:7 NRVS
7 For Egypt’s help is worthless and empty, therefore I
have called her, “Rahab who sits still.”

32

33

Mt 2:13-15 NRSV
13 ¶ Now after they had left, an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph
in a dream and said, “Get up, take the child and his mother, and
flee to Egypt, and remain there until I tell you; for Herod is about
to search for the child, to destroy him.”
14 Then Joseph got up, took the child and his mother by night, and
went to Egypt,
15 and remained there until the death of Herod. This was to fulfill
what had been spoken by the Lord through the prophet, “Out of
Egypt I have called my son.”

Mt 28:18 NRSV
18 And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven
and on Earth has been given to me (the impostor the homo
scelestus).
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Isa 31:1 NKJV
1 ¶ Woe to those who go down to Egypt for help…
Jer 42:18 NRSV
18 “For thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel: Just as
my anger and my wrath were poured out on the inhabitants
of Jerusalem, so my wrath will be poured out on you
when you go to Egypt. You shall become an object of
execration and horror, of cursing and ridicule. You shall
see this place no more
Mr 6:5 NRSV
4 And he (Jesus) could do no deed of power there, except
that he laid his hands on a few sick people and cured them
Joh 5:19 NRSV
"Very truly, I (Ben-Pandera) tell you, the Son can do
nothing on his own,
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34

35

Mt 4:3 NRSV
3 The tempter (Satan) came and said to him (Jesus, Christians’
“god”!), "If you are the Son of God, command these stones to
become loaves of bread."
Mt 6:3 NRSV
13 “And (god) do not lead us (the homo scelestus and his
henchmen) into temptation…
Lu 4:3 NRSV
3 The devil said to him (Jesus, Christians’ “god”)….
Mt 16:27 NRSV
27 or the Son of Man is to come with his angels in the glory of
his Father, and then he will repay everyone for what has been done
Lu 14: 14 NRSV
14 And you will be blessed, because they cannot repay you, for you
will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous.”
Mt 24:7-15 NRSV
7 For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom, and there will be famines and Earthquakes in various
places:
8 all this is but the beginning of the birthpangs.
9 “Then they will hand you over to be tortured and will put you to
death, and you will be hated by all nations because of my name.
10 Then many will fall away, and they will betray one
another and hate one another.
11 And many false prophets will arise and lead many astray.
12 And because of the increase of lawlessness, the love of many will
grow cold.
13 But the one who endures to the end will be saved.
14 And this good news of the kingdom will be proclaimed
throughout the world, as a testimony to all the nations; and then the
end will come.
15 “So when you see the desolating sacrilege standing in the holy
place, as was spoken of by the prophet Daniel (let the reader
understand),
16 then those in Judea must flee to the mountains;
Mt 24:29 – 31 NRSV
29 “Immediately after the suffering of those days the sun will be
darkened, and the moon will not give its light; the stars will
fall from heaven, and the powers of heaven will be shaken.
30 Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and then
all the tribes of the Earth will mourn, and they will see ‘the Son of
Man coming on the clouds of heaven’ with power and great glory.
31 And he will send out his angels with a loud trumpet call, and
they will gather his elect from the four winds, from one end of
heaven to the other.
Mt 16:28 NRSV
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Jas 1:13-14 NRSV
13 ¶ No one, when tempted, should say, "I am being tempted
by God"; for God cannot be tempted by evil and he
himself tempts no one.
14 But one is tempted by one’s own desire, being lured
and enticed by it;
I.e. it is about a "temptation" turning Ben-Pandera out
as Satan of his own idea!
Lu 17:20-21 NRSV
20 ¶ Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees when the
kingdom of God was coming, and he answered, “The
kingdom of God is not coming with things that can be
observed;
21 nor will they say, ‘Look, here it is!’ or ‘There it is!’ For,
in fact, the kingdom of God is among you.
Jesus said, “If those who lead you say to you, ‘See, the
kingdom is in the sky,’ then the birds of the sky will
precede you. If they say to you, ‘It is in the sea,’ then
the fish will precede you. Rather, the kingdom is inside
of you, and it is outside of you” (EvTh Logion 3)
.
His disciples said to him, “When will the repose of the dead
come about, and when will the new world come?”
He said to them, “What you look forward to has already
come, but you do not recognize it.” (EvTh Logion 51)
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28 Truly I tell you, there are some standing here who will not
taste death before they see the Son of Man coming in his
kingdom.”
Mr 9:1 NRSV
1 And he said to them, “Truly I tell you, there are some standing
here who will not taste death until they see that the kingdom
of God has come with power.”
Lu 9:27 NRSV
27 But truly I tell you, there are some standing here who will not
taste death before they see the kingdom of God.”
36

37

38

Mt 16:16 – 17NRSV
Simon Peter answered, “You are the Messiah (Greek: Christos),
the Son of the living God.”
17 And Jesus answered him, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah!
For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but my
Father in heaven.

Nu 23:19 NRSV
19 God is not a human being …or a mortal…
1Sam 15:29 NRSV
29 “...for he (god) is not a mortal...”

Mr 1:1 NRSV
1 The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

Isa 42:8 NRSV
8 I am the LORD, that is my name; my glory I give to
no other...

Joh 10:36 NRSV
36”… because I (the homo scelestus) said, ‘I (the homo scelestus)
am God’s Son’?
Joh 3:17 NRSV
17 For God did not send his son to the world that he may
judge the world, but that the world may be saved through him;

Lu 18:19 NRSV
19 Jesus said to him, “Why do you call me good? No one
is good but God alone.
Joh 8:26 NRSV
26 “I (the homo scelestus) have many things to say and to
judge concerning you,…”

Joh 19:38-42 NRSV
38 ¶ After these things, Joseph of Arimathea, who was a disciple
of Jesus, though a secret one because of his fear of the Jews, asked
Pilate to let him take away the body of Jesus. Pilate gave him
permission; so he came and removed his body.
39 Nicodemus, who had at first come to Jesus by night, also came,
bringing a mixture of myrrh and aloes, weighing about a hundred
pounds.
40 They took the body of Jesus and wrapped it with the spices in
linen cloths, according to the burial custom of the Jews.
41 Now there was a garden in the place where he was crucified, and
in the garden there was a new tomb in which no one had ever been
laid.
42 And so, because it was the Jewish day of Preparation, and the
tomb was nearby, they laid Jesus there.
Mt 27:57- 61 NRSV
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Joh 9:39 NRSV
39 ¶ Jesus said, “I (the homo scelestus) came into this
world for judgment …”
Ac 13:28-29 NRSV
28 Even though they (the Jewish authorities) found no cause
for a sentence of death (ah, ah, ah...!), they (the Jewish
authorities) asked Pilate to have him (Ben-Pandera) killed.
29 When they had carried out everything that was written
about him (see: De 21:23: "...he who hanged is accursed of
god"), they (the authorities) took him (Ben-Pandera)
down from the tree and laid him in a tomb.
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57 ¶ When it was evening, there came a rich man from
Arimathea, named Joseph, who was also a disciple of Jesus.
58 He went to Pilate and asked for the body of Jesus; then Pilate
ordered it to be given to him.
59 So Joseph took the body and wrapped it in a clean linen cloth
60 and laid it in his own new tomb, which he had hewn in the
rock. He then rolled a great stone to the door of the tomb and went
away.
Mr 15:43-47 NRSV
43 Joseph of Arimathea, a respected member of the council, who
was also himself waiting expectantly for the kingdom of God, went
boldly to Pilate and asked for the body of Jesus.
44 Then Pilate wondered if he were already dead; and summoning
the centurion, he asked him whether he had been dead for some time.
45 When he learned from the centurion that he was dead, he granted
the body to Joseph.
46 Then Joseph bought a linen cloth, and taking down the
body, wrapped it in the linen cloth, and laid it in a tomb that had
been hewn out of the rock. He then rolled a stone against the door of
the tomb.
Lu 23:50-55 NRSV
50 ¶ Now there was a good and righteous man named Joseph,
who, though a member of the council,
51 had not agreed to their plan and action. He came from the Jewish
town of Arimathea, and he was waiting expectantly for the
kingdom of God.
52 This man went to Pilate and asked for the body of Jesus.
53 Then he took it down, wrapped it in a linen cloth, and laid it in
a rock-hewn tomb where no one had ever been laid.
54 It was the day of Preparation, and the sabbath was beginning

39

Mt 5:45 NKJV
45 “that you (the sick needing a physician) may be sons of your
Father in heaven; for He makes His sun rise on the evil and on the
good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust.

40

Joh 3:17 NRSV
17 “Indeed, God did not send the Son into the world to
condemn the world, but in order that the world might be saved
through him
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Mt 16:23 NRSV
23“But he (Jesus) turned and said to Peter, ‘Get behind me,
Satan!’”
Being like “god” is what the homines scelesti (Jesus and the
Christians) fool themselves to be and being like Satan is
what they are!
Joh 8:27 NRSV
26 I (the homo scelestus) have much to say about you
and much to condemn…
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41

42

Joh 20:23 NRSV
23 If you (Christian Mafiosi) forgive the sins of any, they are
forgiven them; if you (Mafiosi) retain the sins of any, they are
retained.”
Joh 8:23-24 NRSV
23 He said to them, “You are from below, I (the homo scelestus and
humankind’s most impostor) am from above; you are of this world, I
am not of this world.
24 I (the homo scelestus and humankind’s topmost impostor) told
you that you would die in your sins, for you will die in your
sins unless you believe that I am he.”
Joh 10,10 NRSV
10 The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy.

Mr 3:28 NRSV
28Assuredly, I (the homo scelestus) say to you, all sins will
be forgiven (i.e. without the homo scelestus meddling, in
particular, without the impostor’s hanging on the gallows or
cross)…

Lu 12:49 NRSV
49 "I came to bring fire to the earth, and how I wish it
were already kindled!
Lu 19:27 NRSV
27 But as for these enemies of mine who did not want me to
be king over them—bring them here and slaughter them in
my presence.’"

43

44

Joh 13:36 NRSV
36 ¶ Simon Peter said to him, "Lord, where are you going?"
Jesus answered, "Where I (Ben-Pandera) am going, you cannot
follow me now; but you will follow afterward."
Joh 14:5 NRSV
5 Thomas said to him, "Lord, we do not know where you are
going. How can we know the way?"
Mt 27:32 NRSV
32 As they went out, they came upon a man from Cyrene named
Simon; they compelled this man to carry his cross.
Mr 15:21 NRSV
21 They compelled a passer-by, who was coming in from the
country, to carry his cross; it was Simon of Cyrene, the father of
Alexander and Rufus.
Lu 23:26 NRSV
36 As they led him away, they seized a man, Simon of Cyrene,
who was coming from the country, and they laid the cross on
him, and made him carry it behind Jesus.
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Mt 10:34-36 NRSV
34 "Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the
earth; I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father, and
a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law
against her mother-in-law;
36 and one’s foes will be members of one’s own household.
Joh 16:5 NRSV
5 But now I am going to him who sent me; yet none of you
asks me, ‘Where are you going?’

Joh 19:17 NRSV
19 and carrying the cross by himself (Jesus), he
went out to what is called The Place of the Skull,
which in Hebrew is called Golgotha.

Divorcing Bible passages from its Context

Summary: Contradictions are the logic of lies and deceits. Therefore, Christian shysters and
predators cannot but claim anything significant from the Bible without divorcing that what they quote
from the Bible's context. This is what contradictions mean. "God" in this organized crime are those
Mafiosi who decide what part of contradiction counts and what is to ignore, respectively, to suppress
but not the one who really or purportedly spoke the words. Since the Christian shysters and predators
try blaming ever their inner competitors, opponents and outer enemies precisely for that, it is to state
that due to those contradictions, Christians cannot refer to the Bible without endlessly
perpetrating psychological projections of divorcing Bible passages from its context. Already from its fake
of "god's word" Christianity is foul mouth and foul play, in principle and from the very outset!

3. Twenty Examples (of Christian Perfidy) of Divorcing Bible Passages from its Context) spelled
out more in Detail
Divorcing of Bible passages from its context when purporting:
3.1 Ben-Pandera (Jesus) was "god"
3.2 Satan tempted Ben-Pandera (Jesus)
3.3 Christian Predators do not flatter their Prey ("Sheep")
3.4 Ben-Pandera (Jesus) can bear Witness of himself
3.5 Ben-Pandera and the Christians want Love, Meekness, non-Violence and Peace
3.6 Christian "New Testament" was licit Part of the Bible
3.7 Ben-Pandera performed "vicarious Suffering" and "vicarious Atonement"
3.8 Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera was of good Nature
3.9 "God" orders Flight into Egypt to illegitimate Ben-Pandera
3.10 Christians' topmost Impostor ascended to Heaven and has the first Place in everything
3.11 Ben-Pandera is born by "virgin Birth" and begotten by "immaculate Conception"
3.12 The Chronicles (Thieves' Cant: "gospels") tell the complete Truths
3.13 Christian topmost Desperado (Jesus) had seen God
3.14 Christian "God" Jesus was a Cripple due to Prediction
3.15 Judas Iscariot -- hanging on the Cross (Crucifix) in Place of his Boss Jesus -- hanged himself
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3.16 All Authorities in Heaven and on Earth are given to Impostor Ben-Pandera (Thieves' Cant:
Jesus “Christ”)
3.17 There is a Life hereafter
3.18 Ben-Pandera had talks with his Henchmen and Relatives while being executed Death Penalty
3.19 Shaul Paul does not lie
3.20 Everybody is as depraved and perfidious (Thieves' Cant: "Sinner") as the Christian Rogues
with Frocks and without Frocks are

3.1 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Ben-Pandera (Jesus) was "God"
Claiming that the instigator of Christian sects was a peer to god (thieves' cant: “god’s son”) the
Christians have to divorce their allegations from the following context:

Joh 10:34 NRSV
34 Jesus answered, "Is it not written in your law, ‘I said, you are gods’?
Joh 10:36 NRSV
36 can you say that the one whom the Father has sanctified and sent into the world is blaspheming because I said,
‘I am God’s Son’?

Is not he a very, very shyster, isn't he? Here, he firstly admits that the term “son of god” does not mean
to be superior to other human beings. Secondly, he admits that the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old
Testament”) cannot be annulled. Consequently, using the term “son of god” does not mean being equal
to god. In particular, it does not mean being superior to human beings as he and his
accomplices (Christians) otherwise are used to faking it, as a matter of course. That is what he admits
here. This means he debunks themselves as a liar and deceiver to perpetrate psychological projections
when bragging in the following way:

Mt 28:18 NRSV
18 And Jesus came and said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me
(Jesus "Christ").
Joh 3:35 NRSV
35 The Father loves the Son and has placed all things in his hands.
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Joh 16:15 NRSV
15 All that the Father has is mine. For this reason I (Jesus) said that he (“god”) will take what is mine and
declare it to you.

[5]
According to limping, viz, disabled dwarf , he (the dwarf) gets nothing from “god”. “God”
receives everything from him (Jesus), if he kindly asks and behaves well… Are not those religious
Mafiosi funny? They do not want to warfare on humankind but also on god to make him bow to them
as they make all the fools n' goofs bowing to them... If god wants something he kindly has to request
the Christians' topmost impostor and felon sentenced to death... That is "commitment to god" of the
trinity of Satan and his Anointed One (Greek: Christos) and all their Christians... This once more
is additional evidence that Christians hardly purport something about their topmost impostor,
one evenly could not argue in favor of Satan! What is the difference between Ben-Pandera and
Satan? Both are the same impostors! However, Christians, do not worry, your limping and
disabled “god” (Jesus) putatively being able to heal all the disabled hereby does not only convict himself
a liar but also Satan, whose catamite(s) he and his fellow Christians obviously are:

Lu 4:6 NRSV
6 And the devil said to him (Jesus), "To you I will give their glory and all this authority; for it has been
given over to me (Satan), and I give it to anyone I please.

Already the fact that Ben-Pandera purportedly was tempted by Satan is conclusive evidence that he is
no "god". Shrewd Christian now could say that one cannot judge perfidy, pardon, "faith" by reason
since then lie, deception and criminality is unmasked, anyway. However, we said that the logic of lie
and deception are contradictions. We can also prove the knowledge that Satan cannot tempt god but
only fellows and members of his own family, for example, his Anointed One (Hebrew: Messiah,
Greek: Christos).
Jas 1:13 NKJV
...for God cannot be tempted by evil,
I.e. scrutinizing the Christian chronicles ("New Testament") one can detect that even this scripture
debunks Christian lies and deceits that felon and death penalty convict Ben-Pandera was god. Already
the fact that Satan was able to tempt him -- regardless whether he dealt with Satan or not -debunks Christian claims about the "son of god" that putatively is equal to god as sheer Christian lie
and deceit for the selfishness of those puking that abomination...!
Lies and deceits at every turn!

When Christians boast that the 53 inches limping disabled one was a “god” or any upholder of
“moral standards” – not to speak of ‘love” -- they have to divorce their babbling from their
chronicles (thieves' cant: "gospels"). In particular, they have to divorce those claims from the context of
Lu 18:19 or Mr 10:18, i.e. from those passages where the big liar, impostor and death penalty
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convict admitted neither to be a god nor to be good… What honest one ever could contradict?

Mr 10:18 NRSV
Jesus said to him, "Why do you call me good?
No one is good but God alone…
Here, the Christian sect’s “god” says that he is a foul mouth and foul player (thieves' cant: “sinner”)
as Christian slaveholders usually are! Indeed, he is Christians’ topmost foul mouth! So, do not blame
Ben-Pandera for always lying and deceiving...! My word, a limping miscarriage of nature fobbed off
as “god” on biological robots and other criminals ... He is not good according to his own words...!
And there are still "stubborn" people saying that he always lies... In particular, Christians have to
divorce their bragging, lying and deceiving, viz, their mendacity and insidiousness from the
following coherent context:
Joh 20:17 NRSV
17 Jesus said to her, "Do not hold on to me, because I have not yet ascended to the Father. But go to my brothers
and say to them, ‘I am ascending to my Father and your Father, to my God and your God.’"
A “god” having a “god” like any other human being is no god but a braggart, impostor,
mountebank, monkey-god and monkey-Christ!
Joh 14: 28 NRSV
28 ¶ You heard me say to you, ‘I am going away, and I am coming to you.’ If you loved me, you would rejoice that
I am going to the Father, because the Father is greater than I.
If the father is greater than the son father, the son and he never can be equal beings – not to mention
equal gods…

Here, one also can realize that Christian sects necessarily are of foul mouth and foul play
(organized crime). E.g., if somebody contests that Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera was “god” by quoting
those passages from Christian, not Jewish, not Islamic “god’s word”, Christians only can confess to be
liars, deceivers and criminals when passing this moral as physically cripple off as "god" and on
the credulous.
Roman Emperor Julian (332-362 C.E.) correctly watched: “I (Roman emperor Julian) experienced that even
[6]
beasts of prey are not that hostile minded on human beings than one Christian on another one.”
What Emperor Julian did not know at his time: The most brutalities, atrocities and barbarities of
this organized crime -- with abundant "excuses" for its foul mouth and foul play -- still were to come...
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Lies and deceits at every turn!

3.2 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Satan tempted Ben-Pandera
Christians claim that Satan is able to tempt their "god" Ben-Pandera, for instance, when quoting:
Lu 4:2 NRSV
2 where for forty days he (Ben-Pandera) was tempted by the devil
Mr 1:13 NRSV
13 He was in the wilderness forty days, tempted by Satan;
Good gracious, what a "god" Satan is able to tempt...!
Jas 1:13 - 14 NRSV
13 ¶ Let no one say when he is tempted, "I am tempted by God"; for God cannot be tempted by evil, nor does
He Himself tempt anyone.
14 But each one is tempted when he is drawn away by his own desires and enticed.
If Christians argue that Ben-Pandera purportedly refused Satan's offer, they once more only can do so
by divorcing Bible passages from their contexts. For instance, from
Mt 5:39 YLT
39 ...I (Ben-Pandera) say to you (Christian henchmen), not to resist the evil,..."

If Ben-Pandera abode by his own commandment he could not have resisted Satan's offer of getting
the whole world for addressing and worshiping Satan as "god" in return! That is what he does! That is
what the Christians do! How can Christians claim that Ben-Pandera rejected the deal with Satan if he
has "enacted" the high commandment of criminality: do not resist the evil...? Is Satan no evildoer? How
can evildoers complain about evildoers? The "Glad Tidings" for depraved and criminals does not
require that the evildoers resist themselves and their accomplices. They only have to cant their foul
mouth and foul play as "moral excellence", "love", "charity", "spiritual welfare", "humbleness",
"modesty" and "martyrdom for the truths" etc.... It would not fit guidance for criminality if the
concerned would be ordered to resist the evil...
According to Jas 1:13 Satan did not tempt Ben-Pandera but Ben-Pandera experienced the evil traits of
his being like Satan. This "Satan" that was tempting Ben-Pandera are the desires of the latter...
So, from whom got Ben-Pandera "all authority in heaven and on earth" (Mt 28:18)? He got is from
his "father" Satan, whom he and the Christians address and worship as "god". He received it when
both encountered in the desert... Therefore, no wonder that Ben-Pandera calls himself "god" or his
(morally negative selection of) the sick needing a physician (see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:31-32) call
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him "god", too. There is only one god but many devils. Consequently, if one addresses and worships
Satan as "god" then there as many "gods"...
Remarkably, like Satan, like Jesus “Christ”! Obviously, both Satan as well his Christ and catamite desire
to be addressed and worshiped as “god” and to fake being “god” to their slaves…! Hand on heart; do
not the Christians comply with this desire…? Satan is a psychological projection of Ben-Pandera and
his fellow Christians! Indirectly and inadvertently James realizes it. “God” is what the trinity of Satan,
his Christ and all their Christians fake to be and Satan is what they really are. They just juggle the names
as they need them.
Ben-Pandera disseminates Satan’s command: "do not resist the evil" (Mt 5:39). If Ben-Pandera abode
by this command of his own, he accepted the offer of Satan. Is Satan no evildoer? The result of the pact
of Satan with Ben-Pandera is Christianity. Last but not least, Christian history is additional and
even conclusive evidence that Ben-Pandera (Jesus "Christ") made the pact with Satan.

3.3 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Christian Predators do not flatter their Prey ("Sheep")
Christians contest flattering their prey (“sheep”) in order trap them to become and stay Christians
and being subservient to the Christian predators. For example, they do so when quoting the
following passage from their “inerrant” and “absolutely true” Satan’s, pardon, “god’s word”:
1Th 2:5 NRSV
5 As you know and as God is our witness, we never came with words of flattery or with a pretext for greed;…
According to Ben-Pandera Christians are the negative selection of the (moral) scum of the earth:

Mt 9:12 -13 NRSV
12"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick.
13 “… For I have come to call not the righteous but sinners.".
Mr 2:17 NRSV
Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick; I (Ben-Pandera) have come to call not
the righteous but sinners."
Lu 5:31-32 NRSV
31…"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick;
32 I have come to call not the righteous but sinners to repentance."
Lu 19:10 NRSV
10 “For the Son of Man came to seek out and to save the lost.”
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I see, Ben-Pandera and his Christian predators do not flatter the scum of the earth to better than those,
who do not need a felon and death penalty convict as “god”… Christians have to divorce 1Th 2:5
(they purportedly do not flatter the sick needing a physician) from the following “New
Testament’s” contexts:
Joh 9: 31 NRSV
30 We know that God does not listen to sinners…
Mt 5:13 NRSV
13 ¶ “You (the sick needing a physician) are the salt of the Earth ...
Mt 5:14 NRSV
14 “You (the sick needing a physician) are the light of the world. (You the sick needing a physician are) A
city built on a hill cannot be hid.
Mt 16:19 NRSV
19 I (Ben-Pandera) will give you (sick one needing a physician) the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven."
Mt 18:18 NRSV
18 Truly I tell you, whatever you (sick one needing a physician) bind on earth will be bound in heaven,
and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.
Ben-Pandera and his Christian rogues with frocks and without frocks do not scarify themselves for
the truth but for flattering lies for the caught and trapped prey. They never are at a loss blarneying
others and to fool themselves that those being the scum of the earth were Satan’s, pardon, "god’s"
chosen ones…
Here, one is not only able to demonstrate that Christians cannot tell something about their concoction
of “inerrant” and “absolutely true” Satan’s, pardon, “god’s word” without divorcing Bible passages
from their context but also general psychological projection. I.e. Christians perfidiously upbraid others
to do that what nobody does more than they do. Those objectifications of perfidy (Christians) do not
only blame their adversaries and enemies for upbraiding the speck in others’ eyes while concealing the
log in their own eyes. Christians on top of everything are of that peak of perfidy even to blame others
for doing that…
The same is to say regarding flattering others in order to “catch men” (Lu 5:10) and to make their
prey (thieves’ cant: “sheep”) stay with them and being subservient for the Christian predators' selfishness.
Ro 16:18 NRSV
18 For such people do not serve our Lord Christ, but their own appetites, and by smooth talk and flattery
they deceive the hearts of the simple-minded.
This is exactly that what Ben-Pandera and the Christian predators do when “catching men” (Lu
5:10) puking “smooth talk and flattery” to “deceive the hearts of the” creeps, crooks and brutes
(thieves’ cant: “simple-minded”).
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Jude 1:16 NKJV
These are grumblers, complainers, walking according to their own lusts; and they mouth great swelling
words, flattering people to gain advantage.
Here, the Christian predators illustrate themselves. They libel others for having the nature of their own, i.
e. that one of the Christians, because the Christians hate themselves (see: Lu 14:26). Therefore, they
produce the poison projecting all the dirt of their own on others, i.e. their rivals and enemies etc.
“Swelling word” to “flatter people” that is precisely what those dregs of humankind do…
Mr 16: 16 NRSV
The one who believes and is baptized will be saved; but the one who does not believe will be condemned.
That is not what the impostor says to the righteous ones who do not need a physician but to the
sick needing a physician (see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:31-32)… This is no flattery for them…? Satan and
his Anointed One (Greek: Christos) "suffer" for the lastthat they can fool themselves to be the "first ones"...
That is Satan and his Anointed One (Greek: Christos) doing for you, creep, crook n' brute and what are
you doing for him, in return...? At least, you should address him as "god", in exchange...
Lies and deceits at every turn!
3.4 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Ben-Pandera (Jesus) can bear witness of himself

[7]
Christians quote that their 53 inches n’ limping „god“ can witness out of himself:

Joh 8:14 NJKV
Jesus answered and said to them, "Even if I (Jesus) bear witness of myself, my witness is true…
They have to divorce this “Bible” passage from its corresponding context:
Joh 5:30--31 (NRSV)
"I (Jesus) can do nothing on my own. As I hear, I judge; and my judgment is just, because I seek to do not my
own will but the will of him who sent me. If I (Jesus) testify about myself, my testimony is not true…”
An impostor always testifies about himself while lying to testify from god. Obviously he did testify
about himself since he believed that only a liar and deceiver of his ilk can be successful.

Joh 5:43 NRSV
43 I (Jesus) have come in my Father’s name, and you do not accept me; if another comes in his own name,
you will accept him.
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Coming or witnessing in one’s own name is wrong according to this passage and Joh 5:30f but
good according to Joh 8:14! Since lying (and hereby deceiving) are justified means for
disseminating (criminality of) Christianity, Christians are used to doing so…

Ro 3:7 ASV
7 But if the truth of God through my (Paul’s) lie abounded unto his glory…

Those are the sayings of the faking “martyrs” of the “truths”…! By lies only lies, depravity, foul mouth
and foul play abounds! However, Christians stop at nothing to bag their benefit. The deified paragon
of criminal modeled it to those creeps, crooks n' brutes addressing and worshiping him as "god"!!!
Like Master, like man! One really can know him (the instigator of an organized crime) by the lies
and crimes following and/or abounding from his “glad tidings” for criminals, felons and Mafiosi, i.e.
for Christians
Liars and deceivers always have to divorce their lies from the context of the truths and the perfidious
blame others for doing that what they (the perfidious one) do…
Lies and deceits at every turn!

3.5 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Ben-Pandera and the Christians want Love,
Meekness, non-Violence and Peace
Christians lie that the instigator of planet Earth’s most organized crime was meek and peaceful, e.g.
when quoting:

Mt 26:52 NRSV
“Then Jesus said to him, ‘Put your sword back into its place; for all who take the sword will perish by
the sword’”,
Or

Mt 5:9 NRSV
“…whoever shall slap thee on thy right cheek, turn to him also the other…” -

They do not only refuse to answer why those meekness and peacefulness feigning “brothers of mercy”
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kept swords but they also have to divorce their quotations of perfidy from the context of their
Bible debunking their ruthless and unscrupulous lust for powers at any price and at all costs.
The wolf in a sheep’s clothing “eats” perfidy:

Mt 5:44 (NRSV):
44 “But I (Jesus) say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you..”

Do not cant his henchmen, similarly? Wasn't he right to detect that dastards of his feather that are
inferior to their conspecifics always will lose when keeping to fair play? Was not he right to realize
that dastards of his can obtain nothing by fair play but everything by perfidy, viz, foul mouth and
foul play?
For instance, until today Christian liars, deceivers, brain washers and robotizers are unable to explain
how people become good-natured when being battered by a whip… For instance, they have divorce
this disguise (of meekness and peacefulness) mendaciously and/or perfidiously from:

Lu 14:26 (NRSV):
26 "Whoever comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters,
yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple”,

Mt 10:34 -36 NRSV
34 "Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.
35 For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-inlaw against her mother-in-law;
and one’s foes will be members of one’s own household.

Lu 14:23 NRSV
23 Then the master (Jesus) said to the slave (Christian), ‘Go out into the roads and lanes, and compel
(disbelieving) people to come in (my sect of perfidy), so that my house (sect of perfidy) may be (violently) filled.
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Lu 12:49 NRSV
"I came to bring fire to the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!

Lu 12:51-53 NRSV
51 Do you think that I have come to bring peace to the earth? No, I tell you, but rather division!
52 From now on five in one household will be divided, three against two and two against three;
53 they will be divided: father against son and son against father, mother against daughter and daughter
against mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law against mother-in-law.

Lu 19:27 NRSV
27 But as for these enemies of mine who did not want me to be king over them—bring them here and
slaughter them in my presence.’

2Th 1:8 NRSV
8 in flaming fire taking vengeance on those who do not know (what Christians blather about) God, and on
those who do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.

[8]
Jesus said, "I shall destroy this house, and no one will be able to (re)build it [...]."

Jesus said, "The kingdom of the father is like a certain man who wanted to kill a powerful man. In his
own house he drew his sword and stuck it into the wall in order to find out whether his hand could carry
[9]
through. Then he slew the powerful man."

What honest one ever could doubt that the “kingdom of the father” this death penalty convict is
blathering about is the “kingdom” of Satan or Satanists? My word, what poor sods or hogs in the
bogs instigating hatred on one’s closest blood kindred…! In this context the fake of “Love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you” (Mt 5:44) are the jokes of perfidy! It demonstrates as
well the insidious as the ridiculous side of perfidy! By such phrases the wimps, cowards, bastards
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n’ dastards want to worm their way into their prey’s confidence and moreover to kid themselves
a generosity hardly somebody is more lacking than Christians. Perfidious ones do not only flatter others
to make the prey gullible but they also flatter themselves corresponding to their neverending megalomania! Christians megalomaniacs fancy to be superior to animals, however most
animals are morally superior to the Christian dregs of humankind, since even most animals love their
cubs that Christian creeps, crooks n’ brute obviously only can hate…

Not to mention that they also have to divorce those slimy passages constructing their mask from that
what the “rock” said on which Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera built his organized crime:

2Pe 2:12 NKJV
12 These people (who do not believe in the sect of perfidy), however, are like irrational animals, mere creatures
of instinct, born to be caught and killed

Ugh, Christians, ugh…! That is a summary of Christian sects' history! That is the perfidious' "love"
towards their enemies...! That is the best demonstration that Christian creeps, crooks n' brutes do
not change themselves but only changed the concepts corresponding their depravity and criminality!
The evil appearing as "good" is unrestrained and unleashed. It is the total crime in disguise of "love", i.e.
of utmost "morals"!

Lies and deceits at every turn!

3.6 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Christian "New Testament" was licit Part of the Bible

In hidden Christianized German TV, I once watched the following scene. A Protestant preacher man
was asked to expound the difference between official Protestantism and smaller (Christian) sects. He
said, that Catholics and Protestants only acknowledge the Bible and sects add additional scriptures of
their own to the Bible. What he concealed to his audience of ignoramuses was that Christians'
"New Testament" is a similar illicit annex to the Bible. If Christians claim one, several or all 27 books
of their “New Testament” as “god’s word”, they have to divorce their allegations from the
following passages of the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) turning out Christians' “god’s word” to
be an illicit annex:
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De 4:2 NRSV
2
You must neither add anything to what I command you nor take away anything from it, but keep
the commandments of the Lord your God with which I am charging you.
De 12:32 NRSV
32 You must diligently observe everything that I command you; do not add to it or take anything from it.
Pr 30:6 NRSV
6 Do not add to his (god’s) words, or else he will rebuke you, and you will be found a liar

Already the claim of Christians’ “New Testament” stays divorced from those Bible passages even if
the dastardly Christians emulate this prohibition (see: Re 20:19).

3.7 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Ben-Pandera performed "vicarious Suffering"
and "vicarious Atonement"
Christian are used to canting Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera's (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ's”) wretched failure
of becoming “King of Israel” (Joh 12:13) as “vicarious atonement for the sins” of sinful
Christian desperadoes (see: Mr 16:16 and Joh 3:16). Hereby they divorce any quotations they pick up
to bamboozle others from the following contexts of the Bible.
De 21:22- 23 NKJV
22 „If a man has committed a sin deserving of death, and he is put to death, and you hang him on a tree,
23 „his body shall not remain overnight on the tree, but you shall surely bury him that day, so that you do not
defile the land which the LORD your God is giving you as an inheritance; for he who is hanged is accursed of God.
I see, the Christian shysters and predators want to tell us that Ben-Pandera (thieves’ cant: Jesus
“Christ”) desired to become cursed by god as Satan is cursed by god. What is the difference between
Satan and Ben-Pandera? What do the Christians claim about Ben-Pandera they could not claim
about Satan? Does not Satan also deem his suffering as vicarious for his henchmen and henchwomen?
De 24:16 NRSV
16 Parents shall not be put to death for their children, nor shall children be put to death for their parents; only
for their own crimes may persons be put to death.
Is not the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) right? Did not the felon of insurgence die for his
wretched failure of his attempted felony?
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However, the loser or thieve does not only cant his lunacy and megalomania by divorcing the
contrived vicarious atonement from De 21:23 or the just mentioned passage of De 24:16, he also divorce
his thieves’ cant from:
Eze 18:20 NRSV
20 The person who sins shall die. A child shall not suffer for the iniquity of a parent, nor a parent suffer for
the iniquity of a child; the righteousness of the righteous shall be his own, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be
his own.
What is to complain about Ben-Pandera's hanging in view of Eze 18:20, provided that the villain
really hanged? Is not the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) right? Was not monkey-Christ to suffer
for the megalomania of his own and all his sins in the wake of it?
2Ki 14:6 NRSV
6 But he did not put to death the children of the murderers; according to what is written in the book of the law
of Moses, where the Lord commanded, "The parents shall not be put to death for the children, or the children be put
to death for the parents; but all shall be put to death for their own sins."
Does not Jesus monkey-Christ fulfill those features of predictions? Was not he condemned for the sins
of his own? Does not the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) rejects vicarious atonement? Does
not monkey-Christ and all his henchmen and henchwomen divorce their losers’ or thieves’ cant from
those Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) passages?
Again we can see that Ben-Pandera already introduced the perfidy of divorcing Bible passages from
its context into Christian sect.

Does not monkey-Christ initiate the perfidy of divorcing Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”)
passages from their context? Do not his fellow Christian desperadoes emulate their monkey-god
and monkey-Christ?
2Ch 25:4 NRSV
4 But he did not put their children to death, according to what is written in the law, in the book of Moses, where
the Lord commanded, "The parents shall not be put to death for the children, or the children be put to
death for the parents; but all shall be put to death for their own sins."
Does not monkey-Christ divorce his thieves’ and losers’ cant from the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old
Testament”) passages when feigning is wretched defeat as sacrifice of his for others? Does not this
utmost liar and deceiver have enough sins worth maximum penalty? Does not monkey-Christ divorce
his insanity of “vicarious atonement” from the laws of the prophet, i.e. from the law of god (see: 2Ch
25:4)? One cannot cant the embarrassing defeat of a megalomaniac without lies, deceits, foul mouth,
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foul play, perfidy and finally abomination! That is thieves’ and loser’s cant on which the sect of
perfidy (thieves' cant: Christendom) is built. That is no trifle! “Vicarious atonement” is the
Christians’ counterfeit money by which the Christians pilfer, filch, steal, bag and rob that what they
are unable to obtain by fair play! I repeat once more: The perfidy of divorcing Bible (thieves' cant:
“Old Testament”) passages from its context is introduced to Christian topmost shyster in this sect
of abomination.

They moreover have to divorce those lies and deceits from passages, in which god refuses slaughter,
blood and sacrifice:
Ho 6:6 NRSV:
6 “For I (god) desire steadfast love and not sacrifice, the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings.”

This passage is evidence that the perfidy of "vicarious atonement" and that one of "vicarious
suffering" were contrived when the impostor wanting to accede to the Israeli throne was condemned
to accede to the gallows or cross.

Contradictions are the logic of lies, deceits and perfidy!

3.8 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera was of good Nature
Christians claim that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ”) was a good individual, model
of “love” or “morals”, for instance, when quoting:
Joh 10: 11 NRSV
11 „I (Ben-Pandera) am the good shepherd. However, they have to divorce this and other corresponding passages, e.g. Joh 10:14, from the
following contexts:
Mt 19:17 AKJV
And he said to him, Why call you me good? there is none good but one, that is, God: but if you will enter into
life, keep the commandments.
Mr 10:18 AKJV
And Jesus said to him, Why call you me good? there is none good but one, that is, God.
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Lu 18:19 AKJV
And Jesus said to him, Why call you me good? none is good, save one, that is, God
Satan and his Anointed One (Greek: Christos) deem it as sufficient if god is good. So, they do not need to
be that...! In the views of the trinity of Satan, his son or Anointed One (Greek: Christos) and their
Christians rogues only nerds and jerks -- besides god -- are good!

Here, the homo scelestus differs between himself and god and hereby indirectly affirms to be no “god” or
a peer to god. Moreover, in Joh 16:12 he admits that saying the truths is a matter of opportunity to him:
Joh 16:12 AKJV
12 I have yet many things to say to you, but you (faking Christian "martyrs" of the "truths") cannot bear
them now.

Here, the faking “martyr” of perfidy, pardon, of the “truths” admits that saying the truth is no matter
to which he feels obliged without condition. He admits that his utterances are a matter of opportunity, i.
e. one of his benefit…
Let us record, again: Calling Christian “holy” scripture to be without contradictions, inerrant and
infallible means nothing but cracking jokes, obviously due to speculations that Christian opponents and/
or human beings with brain never will read the chronicles (thieves' cant: "gospels") of perfidy. Let us
keep in mind: Contradiction always exists of two parts.

Since Christianity lifted its instigator Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera to be the sect’s god, passages of the
chronicles (thieves' cant: "gospels") like the following ones are not only omitted and neglected but soto-speak tabooed:
Mr 10:18 NRSV
18 Jesus said to him, "Why do you call me (Jesus) good? No one is good but God alone.
Lu 18:19 NRSV
19 Jesus said to him, "Why do you call me good? No one is good but God alone.
How could a dastard, felon and death penalty convict be "good" and or even "god"? Do not make me laugh!

3.9 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: "God" orders Flight into Egypt to illegitimate
Ben-Pandera
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Christians want to veil Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ’s”) disgraceful abode in
Egypt by claiming the following:
Mt 2:13-15 NRSV
13 ¶ Now after they had left, an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream and said, "Get up, take the
child and his mother, and flee to Egypt, and remain there until I tell you; for Herod is about to search for the
child, to destroy him."
14 Then Joseph got up, took the child and his mother by night, and went to Egypt,
15 and remained there until the death of Herod. This was to fulfill what had been spoken by the Lord through
the prophet, "Out of Egypt I have called my son."
Here, Christians do not only divorce their faked “god’s word” not only from the Bible ("Old
Testament") but also from another chronicle of their own.
Lu 2:39 NRSV
39 When they (the family of Ben-Pandera) had finished everything required by the law of the Lord, they returned
to Galilee, to their own town of Nazareth.
According to this account the family returned from Bethlehem to Nazareth and the tear-jerking story of
an infanticide by King Herode turns out as a Christian psychological projection. By the "infanticide of
King Herode", the Christians depict criminality and brutality of their own. However, that is by far not
the end of Christian shysters' and predators' divorcing of Mt 2:13-15 from its Bible's (thieves' cant:
“Old Testament's”) context.

Firstly, that the notion of “god’s son” of Hosea 11:1 to which the authors of the chronicle imputed
to Matthew refer means the people of Israel. Impudently, Christian shysters divorce Ho 11:1 from Ho
11:5. Expressively in the context, it is strongly forbidden for Jews to return to Egypt after the exodus of
the people of Israel had taken place. However, the Christian shysters want to reason a return of
their topmost impostor to Egypt:
Ho 11:1-5 AV
1 When Israel was a child, then I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt.
2 As they called them, so they went from them: they sacrificed unto Baalim, and burned incense to graven images.
3 I taught Ephraim also to go, taking them by their arms; but they knew not that I healed them.
4 I drew them with cords of a man, with bands of love: and I was to them as they that take off the yoke on their
jaws, and I laid meat unto them.
5 He (the son of god) shall not return into the land of Egypt…
This means Christian chronicles writers and other sorts of Christian shysters divorce Bible passages
from its context in order to claim the contrary of that what is written in god's word…! That is the
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liars' “truthfulness” and the deceivers' “martyrdom for the truths”! This is the sect of perfidy
and criminality shrinking from nothing and pursuing its selfishness by stopping at nothing!
Ancient Greek philosopher Celsus (about the year 178) reports that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (cant of
perfidy: Jesus “Christ”) moved to Egypt because of destitution. There, the “god” of the Christians
[10]
(“All authority in heaven and on earth is given to me”, Mt 28:18) slogged away as servant.
Jer 42:18 NRSV
18 "For thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel: Just as my anger and my wrath were poured out on
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so my wrath will be poured out on you when you go to Egypt. You shall
become an object of execration and horror, of cursing and ridicule. You shall see this place no more.
Oh my goodness, the Christian faking “god” indeed is not only accursed by god (see: De 21:23) but also
an objection of god’s wrath, oh yeah, an “object of execration and horror” (Jer 42:18) and again
confirmed an object “of cursing” (ibid.) to god! Whoever could object? Who wanders about planet
Earth's most organized crime and crime of murder? Concocting the infanticide, the Christians want
to divert attention from Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ’s”) shameful and
disgraceful abode in Egypt his contemporary Jews knew as philosopher Celsus informs us. That is why
the writer of the chronicle (thieves' cant: "gospel") imputed to Matthew wants to replace the passages of
the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”) debunking Ben-Pandera by an own scripture. By tear
jerking purported infanticide that only exists in the psychological projections of those foul
mouths (Christians), they want to divert attention to address and worship an abominable impostor
as “god”, whom they lie as peer to “god”. Christians' fake of "god" in fact is an objectification of
execration and horror to god! Whoever could object...?

The dregs of humankind want to blur, hide and conceal that they address and worship somebody as
“god” who in fact is an accursed one of god (see: De 21:23) and an objectification of execration and horror
to god (Jer 42:18)! My word, what a “god”, the Christians' self-made and shamming “god”…! The latter
is what they want to hide by concocting the tear-jerking story about an infanticide… The
perpetrators desire to arouse pity…! By the way, that fabricated cruel fairy tale is very, very typical for
the “martyrdom” of Christian perpetrators! Let us recall: Jesus “Christ” is cursed by god, an object
of execration and horror to god. What is the difference of Jesus "Christ" to Satan?

Christians further have to divorce those impudent concoctions from the prophet they preferably to
refer for all their lies and rogueries.
Isa 30:7 NRVS
7 For Egypt’s help is worthless and empty, therefore I have called her, "Rahab who sits still."
Isa 31:1 NKJV
1 ¶ Woe to those who go down to Egypt for help...
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I see, Christian shysters fabricate a “god’s word” of their own by which they want to cancel that god’s
word that is to fulfill even according to the blather and baloney of their impostor (see: Mt 5:17, Lu
16:7). How do the Christians “reconcile” their contradictions to the Bible (thieves' cant: “Old
Testament”)? The answer: By faking a “god’s word” of their own which tries annulling god's word
(thieves' cant: "Old Testament"). For instance, Mt 2:13-19 (“flight into Egypt”) tries annulling Isa 30:7,
Isa 31:1, Ho 11:5, De 4:2, De 12:32 and Pr 30:6). Egypt’s help is called to be worthless and empty and in
the chronicles of their own (“gospels”) praise this “help” as very useful! On top of everything,
however very corresponding with their perfidy, those instigators and followers of perfidy feign this
law they try canceling to be fulfilled (see: Mt 5:17). There is no perfidy, like Christianity!
Since they are hopelessly at variance with god’s law (thieves' cant: “Old Testament”), Christian
creeps, crooks n' brutes replace the law of god – as said, they sham to fulfill (see: Mt 5:17, Lu 16:17,) – by
a “law“of their own, respectively, by one of monkey-Christ and would-be god (see: Ga 6:2). BenPandera's hopeless insurgence on god, those objectifications of perfidy “reconcile” by making a “god”
of their own which plays the cripple Ben-Pandera in this Mafia of the dregs of humankind! There is
no abomination before god than Christian Mafia in disguise of a religion! Those are the tricks, traps
and snares of (Christian) perfidy!
The most competent comment on this trickery of Christians’ creeps’, crooks” n’ brutes’ we already
have from ancient Greek philosopher Celsus, about the year 178:
“But if, then, this (Infanticide) was done (by Herode) in order that you (Jesus) might not reign in his stead when
you (Jesus) had grown to man’s estate; why, after you did reach that estate, do you not become a king, instead
of you, the Son of God, wandering about in so mean a condition, hiding yourself through fear, and leading
[11]
a miserable life up and down?”

Celsus correctly saw that the lies about his start also debunk those ones about his “official” end.

Secretly, to Ben-Pandera and his negative selection of individuals, i.e. Christians, it does not count what
the things are but that what one makes oneself and others believe what they have to be.
Therefore, Christians are used to violating and eliminating those things of which they fake to be
utmost attorneys (until “martyrdom”)… However, Christians do not do so because their topmost
impostor and shyster (Yehoshua) is good and incidentally depraved and corrupted by his sect! That
is another snare of those the perfidious ! Who is able to blame the Christians to be godless if they worship
a self-made “god”, a death penalty convict and felon among their own, as “god”…? Who can realize
the Christians as planet Earth's most criminals and terrorists if they address and worship Satan and
his Christ as "god"? So, do not call Christian sects atheism if they make a "god" by their own and for
their own…That is the way, in which “the sick needing a physician” (see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:31-32)
find their “just god” (M. Luther)…! The desperadoes and followers of perfidy (Christians)
unscrupulously “reconcile” with everything by fabricating everything by their own, even a “god” of
their own…!
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3.10 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Christians' topmost Impostor ascended to
Heaven and has the first Place in everything

Trying to make their lies and deceits immune from the truths, Christians allow to exalt their 53 inches
[12]
and “son of perdition” (ibid.), i.e.
tiny and (not only bodily limping) “man of sin” (2Th 2:3 NKJV)
Jesus “Christ” standing “himself above all that is called God or that is worshiped, so that he sits as God in the
temple of God, showing himself that he is God” (2Th2:4 NKJV). Hereby, they also want to make
their unscrupulous and ruthless lust for powers and the crimes resulting from it resistant to the
truths. Consequently, they palm the profits from their foul mouth (lies, deceits) and foul play (crimes)
off as “divine benefits” (Simon Peter) on their prey (thieves' cant: "sheep"). Immunizing their
"divine benefits" from criticism, Christian predators want to pass them off as directly
"bestowed" from “god”. That is why Christian shrewd predators persist in faking the instigator of
their sects as "god". Hence, pretending “divinity” is necessary to make lies, deceits and crimes
immune from the truths.
Christians' "martyrdom for the truths"
·
firstly, means to fake all their selfish lies, deceits and crimes (that necessarily result from their
lies and deception) by their moral reverse (e.g. as "truths", "truthfulness", respectively, "charity") and
·
secondly, the Christians hereby want to get their foul mouth and foul play immune from reason
and consequently from the truths.
It is about a total crime (totalitarianism) wanting to deprive their opponents and enemies of the means
of cognition to realize it as total criminality. Those religious Mafiosi do not change themselves, they
just change the concepts to be that what they want them to be and what they are not. They are the
reverse of that what they fool themselves and others by those tricks of total perfidy. Perfidy comes
into being since due to Christians' total lie. Those the sick needing a physician (see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17,
Lu 5:31-32) do not mean what they say and are not that ("moral excellence") what they pass
themselves off on their conspecifics. They are the very, very contrary of that what they want to
make themselves and other thinking about themselves! The last ones desire preeminence, i.e. reputed as
the "first ones". This Christian rogues with frocks are first ones only by their garments. However,
each blackguard knows that the gullible believe everything if shammed to them in a very honest and
feudal manner...!For this total lie, total deception, total crime, total terror, totalitarianism and
terrorism those poor sods in the bogs, dastards n' bastards or disguised religious Mafiosi even are ready
to die!
For that those dastards even do not shrink from lying that their topmost Mafioso and instigator of
their sects, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ”),
· firstly bodily ascended to heaven by a cloud and
●

secondly, purportedly was the only individual ever ascended into heaven.
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Ac 1:8-9 NRSV
9 When he had said this, as they were watching, he (Jesus) was lifted up, and a cloud took him out of their sight.
10 While he was going and they were gazing up toward heaven, suddenly two men in white robes stood by them.
11 They said, "Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking up toward heaven? This Jesus, who has been taken
up from you into heaven, will come in the same way as you saw him go into heaven."

Pretending "ascension to heaven" means faking divinity for their lies and this means
further immunizing one's lies, deceits and crimes from reason and from the truths.
Camouflaging this obvious blatant lie and sheer deceit, the Christians unscrupulously have to divorce
the allegations about their topmost deceiver's "ascension to heaven" by the divorcing the
corresponding passages from their context. They even have to do it from the reverse context of the
same scripture, i. e. “The Acts of the Apostle”.
As almost each closer henchman of the felon sentenced to death Ben-Pandera, Shaul Paul runs afoul of
the law, too. Roman governor Festus summarizes the testimony of defendant Shaul Paul in the
following way and no Christian says that the governor's recapitulation was wrong or misunderstood:

Ac 25:19 NRSV
Instead they (the Jews) had certain points of disagreement with him (Shaul Paul) about their own religion and about
a certain Jesus, who had died, but whom Paul asserted to be alive.

Latin Vulgate Bible unambiguously translates: “quem (Ileum) adfirmabat Paulus vivere”, that
means: “whom (Jesus) Paul affirmed to live”.
Shaul Paul knew how a pagan politician to whom he was talking understands the term of being alive.
In front of the Roman emperor and its governor, Shaul Paul could not withstand to fling it up at
the present topmost representatives of the Roman state in Palestine that the Roman state did not succeed
to execute the instigator of planet Earth most felon, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus
“Christ”)! The Roman authorities underestimated the knavery of “prophet” of perfidy and the
(almost) perfect criminal knowing all the dodges…
Since Ac 1:9 purports that Ben-Pandera returns the same way to Earth as he allegedly ascended
into heaven, Ac 25:19 is the evidence that Christians are hoodwinked and kept in leading strings
by Christian predators to wait for Godot if the latter make them wait for "doomsday". Ac 1:9
expressively says that Ben-Pandera will come back as he has gone. Consequently, if he has not gone,
he never will come back. However, making the prey waiting for Godot is sufficient for Christian ratfinks
to "catch men" (Lu 5:10), successfully.
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This is not the only passage from which the “martyrs” of the (almost) perfect crime have to divorce
such fabrications.

Joh 3:13 NRSV
13 No one has ascended into heaven except the one who descended from heaven, the Son of Man.

The chronicle (thieves' cant: "gospel") imputed to John does not mention anything about the fairy tale
of "immaculate conception", "virginal birth", in a "stable of Bethlehem" etc. since the writer(s) concoct
(s) another deception about the birth of planet Earth's most felon and death penalty convict. According
to this book of perfidy Ben-Pandera obviously fell from the sky... Neither he fell from the sky nor did
he ascend to heaven... All of that are trickeries contrived by criminals to make their foul mouth and
foul play unassailable. Shrewd dastards and ratfinds never are at a loss of replacing one lie by
another one...!
Indeed, it is very hard even for professional liars and religious Mafiosi to keep all the lies in mind, at
once. Do not demand superhuman feats from Christian “compassionate” creeps, crooks n' brutes …
When the author of the chronicle imputed to John purports that the son of perdition (2Th 2:3
NKJV), pardon, the “son of man” had ascended from heaven; he has to divorce his lies from passages of
his own chronicle:

Joh 1:45-46 NRSV
45 Philip found Nathanael and said to him, "We have found him about whom Moses in the law and also the
prophets wrote, Jesus son of Joseph from Nazareth."
46 Nathanael said to him, "Can anything good come out of Nazareth?" Philip said to him, "Come and see

How can the “son of perdition” and “son of sin” (2Th 2:3) fall from the shy if he is son of Joseph
and secondly comes from Nazareth? Is Nazareth the Christians’ heaven…?
How can he descend from heaven if there is no heaven?

Lu 17:20-21 NRSV
20 ¶ Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God was coming, and he answered,
"The kingdom of God is not coming with things that can be observed;
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21 nor will they say, ‘Look, here it is!’ or ‘There it is!’ For, in fact, the kingdom of God is among you

How can he have ascended to heaven if there is no heaven, at all according to Lu 17:20-21? How can
the nerds n' jerks wait for life hereafter, if there is nothing but that what is present!?
Lies and deceits, at every turn!
Is not the Christians' topmost felon right libeling the prophets as “thieves and bandits” (Joh 10:8)? Do
not those prophet debunk him in the same way as reason and philosophy do ?
Jerks and buffoons puking “inerrant” and “infallible truths” should carefully read the book they
blather about… Oh my goodness, what a mistake in Christians’ “god’s” word…! While faking
Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ”) as “god” those objectifications (incarnations)
of perfidy, i.e. Christians, inadvertently and indirectly unmask as liars and deceivers.
Therefore, Christians quote from their “god’s word”:
Col 15:17-18 NRSV
17 He (Jesus) himself is before all things, and in him all things hold together.
18 He (Jesus) is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, the first born from the dead, so that he
might come to have first place in everything.

In theism the first place has god. In Satanism the first place is for Satan and his Anointed One
(Greek: Christos)! In an organized crime the first place has the topmost criminal! Christianity does not
differ from that.
We said that Christians do not change themselves but only the concepts for the benefit of their own
and disadvantage of those cleaving to the truths. This greediness of tricking, shifting n' grifting the
first place in everything they do not call selfishness but "humbleness" and "modesty"... Those dastards
even die for their lying by concepts. Each gangster must be ready to kill enemies and rivals and
dodge being killed by them. Christian Mafiosi's "martyrdom for the truths" and "self-sacrifice for
charity" does not differ from those customs of organized crimes.
By his fake of “god”, Christian religious Mafiosi in principle want to bag that by unassailable foul
mouth and foul play what they cannot get by fair play. This -- not heaven -- is the goal of criminality
of Christianity!

[13]
and topmost rogue without frock and faking “god” turns out the
Again, Christians’ limping
felons' coach (thieves' cant: "son of god")… That means the Christians divorce Bible passages from
their context, since they sham “evidence” for their (not only physically handicapped) “god” they do
not have.
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There is no perfidy like Christianity!

3.11 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Ben-Pandera is born by "virgin Birth" and begotten
by "immaculate Conception"

Christians deny that Roman (adulterous) mercenary Joseph Pandera is the father of Yehoshua-benPandera (that means: Yehoshua, son of Pandera) and purport the “holy spirit” so-to-speak
having perpetrated the adultery.

Mt 1:18NRSV
18 ¶ Now the birth of Jesus the Messiah took place in this way. When his mother Mary had been engaged to
Joseph, but before they lived together, she (Mary) was found to be with child from the Holy Spirit.

Lu 1:34 NKJV
34

Then Mary said to the angel, "How can this be (that I am pregnant), since I do not know a man? -

They have to divorce those passages from the Bible context; we are going to quote below.

We do not want to question from whom or where the writers of the chronicles imputed to Matthew -or Luke -- know that what a “holy ghost” purportedly said to Mary. Were they present at the
(contrived) encounter of Mary with “god” or “the holy spirit”? Anyway, Christians have to divorce
their insidious lies and deception based on their shammed “Holy Writ” from the following coherent context:

Joh 1:45-47 NRSV
45 Philip found Nathanael and said to him, "We have found him about whom Moses in the law and also the
prophets wrote, Jesus son of Joseph from Nazareth."
46 Nathanael said to him, "Can anything good come out of Nazareth?" Philip said to him, "Come and see."
47 When Jesus saw Nathanael coming toward him, he said of him,
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Joh 6:42 NRSV
42 They were saying, "Is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know

This means that the writers of the chronicle (thieves' cant: "gospel") imputed to Matthew and
“Luke” pretend to know – a purported meeting of Mary with “god” or “the holy ghost”. Disciples like,
for instance, Peter (Mark's purported source of information) and John do not know anything about
that, although the latter even is called the favorite disciple. They should have been the first to know
those purported “Earth shaking” miracles if they really would have occurred. John and Peter do not
know any unnatural occurrences about the birth of Christians' topmost impostor … Each
Christmas Christians resolutely divorce that what the babble about the birth of their topmost
desperado from Joh 1:45, Joh 6,42 and even from the coherent context even of Luke 4:22 (“"Is not
this Joseph’s son?"). Moreover, those passages inadvertently but directly inform us that then public did
not know anything about “miraculous” occurrences about his birth, even not the “infanticide of Herode”
–- a psychological projection of Christian depravity, brutality and atrocities. The latter passage informs
us that folks deemed him as a son of Joseph to which his young mother Mary was engaged. Even this is
as lie since according to philosophical sources (e.g. Celsus) or Jewish (Talmud) he was known
as illegitimate child.
If the instigator of the sect of perfidy (thieves' cant: Christendom) is the seed of David, then he must
have been begotten by the husband of Mary, Joseph since only by Joseph a lineage to King David
is purported. If the “Holy Spirit” begot him, he cannot be the “seed of David and Abraham,” since there
is no such lineage claimed from Mary but from Joseph. Therefore, when claiming “virgin birth”
and “immaculate conception” the Christians more over divorce their saying from the following
Bible passage, too:

Ac 2:29 -20 NKJV
29 Men and brethren, let me speak freely to you of the patriarch David, that he is both dead and buried, and
his tomb is with us to this day.
30 Therefore, being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him that of the fruit of his
body, according to the flesh, He would raise up the Christ to sit on his throne,

Ac 13:23 NKJV
23 "From this man’s (David’s) seed, according to the promise, God raised up for Israel a Savior—Jesus—
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Re 22:16 NRSV
16 “It is I, Jesus, who sent my angel to you with this testimony for the churches. I am the root and the
[14]
descendant of David, the bright morning star.

The liars and deceivers do not know what they shall prefer: a pretended lineage to “King David” or
a fabrication of “virgin birth” and “immaculate conception”.
It is not unusual for individuals suffering from delusion of grandeur wanting to keep the one and
its contrary... It depends on the degree of insanity...
However, those passages conceal what ancient philosophers like, for example, Celsus report to us that
the Jews knew: that he was an illegitimate child of adultery of Mary with Roman mercenary
[15]
From this adultery stems his Jewish name: Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera. This
Joseph Pandera.
means: Yehoshua -- nickname: Jesus – son of Pandera! Indirectly, the Christian scriptures confirm that
[16]
what the Jews knew and Celsus reports: that her husband because of adultery cast her out.

Although a father is very important for a child, Joseph does not appear in the canonized chronicles.
Except the birth, Joseph perhaps indirectly could be clued when the teenager was twelve years of age
and discussing with the clergies in the temple. Strikingly he denies that the one that is called his father
was his father (see: Lu 2:49). In addition it is only an inference that Joseph – the former (?) fiancé of Mary
– is meant by the phrase: “Look, your father and I (Mary) have been searching for you in great
anxiety” (Lu 2:48), provided that this story is not fabricated as that one of Herode's "infanticide"
according to the very Christian motto: faith shifts mountains and the facts, anyway (see: Mt 17:20, Mt
21:21, Lu 17:6).

Christian dastards n' bastard even have to divorce their lies from the context of the chronicle imputed
to John.

Joh 7:40-43 NRSV
40 When they (Jewish people) heard these words, some in the crowd said, "This is really the prophet."
41 Others said, "This is the Messiah." But some asked, "Surely the Messiah does not come from
Galilee, does he?
42 Has not the scripture said that the Messiah is descended from David and comes from Bethlehem,
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the village where David lived?"
43 So there was a division in the crowd because of him.

Here, John reports to us that nobody knew something about:
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

Firstly, a birth in Bethlehem but in Galilee.
Secondly, the Jews do not acknowledge him as Messiah because he is known as no descendant from
David. Ben-Pandera does not dare to pass himself off as descendant of David to his contemporary Jews, i.
e. the genealogies of the concoctions imputed to Matthew and Luke are belied.
Thirdly, any astronomical announcement” of the impostor’s birth is unknown to the contemporary Jews.
Fourthly, the contemporary Jews do not know something about Christians' contrivance that “all
Jerusalem” was frightened (see: Mt 2:3).
Fifthly, nobody knows something about purported later Christian lies of “holy ghost” or “god”,
who, respectively, which begot Planet Earth’s most deceiver and criminal (see: Mt 1:18), i.e.
Sixthly, “virgin birth” or “immaculate conception" of the illegitimate child also is unknown to
the contemporary Jews.
Seventhly, even the Christians’ psychological projection of an infanticide of King Herode obviously was
not concocted, yet.

On the contrary, it fits slaves of perfidy to veil the shame of an illegitimate birth corresponding to
then standard by the a total exaggeration of "virgin birth" and "immaculate conception"! That is the
very, very perfidy of desperadoes and very, very typical of Christian foul mouth!
There is no lie and deceit from which Christian predators ever would shrink to trick, shift and grift
their profit or to "catch men" (Lu 5:10) to make them subservient for their selfishness. Bagging that by
foul mouth and foul play what one cannot obtain by fair play that is the idea of criminality (thieves'
cant: "religion") of Christianity!

3.12 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: The Chronicles (Thieves' Cant: "Gospels") tell
the complete Truths

Christian claim keeping "inerrant" and an "absolute" as "complete revelation" of Yehoshua-BenPandera. Therefore, they forbid to add something to the fabrication they call “New Testament”:

Re 22:18-20 NRSV
18 I (John) warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to them, God will
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add to that person the plagues described in this book;
19 if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away that
person’s share in the tree of life and in the holy city, which are described in this book.

Here, one has to consider that the Christians open or secret thoughts what early Christian Tertullian
(about 160 – 222 C.E.) frankly worded

“However since Jesus "Christ“, we do not need researching any longer, even not any investigations since
the gospels have been proclaimed. If we believe, then we desire that there is nothing in addition to
belief. Because this is the first thing we do believe: There is nothing in addition, which we have still to believe
[17]
besides faith.“

This occurs on a level of the last (thieves' cant: “the sick needing a physician”, Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17 Lu 5:3132) posing at the “first ones”... That what whippersnappers once filched by counterfeit money they do
not want to return. Science and research only can debunk that Christians' currency is counterfeit money
or that Christians are creeps, crooks n' brutes…? Liars and deceivers have too much to lose from freedom
of mind as to want it...
They have to divorce the just cited quotation from the context of their fake of “god’s word”:

Joh 16:12 NRSV
12 "I (Jesus) still have many things to say to you (Christians), but you (you faking "martyrs" of
the truths) cannot bear them now.”

That means that there obviously is a lot to add. However, the faking "martyrs of the truths" are unable
to bear the truths. Criminals always are not only intolerant but dangerous. Since they are afraid of
losing everything the filched by their counterfeit money they rather slander, jail and murder those
saying the truths than giving back the loot. That is history of criminality of Christianity!
Christian slaveholders (thieves' cant: “good shepherds”) boast that the disabled and/or (bodily
and psychically) limping fellow Mafioso of theirs they lift up to their “god” (Jesus) knew everything
better as scientists, in particular, philosophers, and “divulged truths” beyond reason. However, again
they have to divorce their stinking lies from their contexts, for example, from the “The Dialogue of
the Savior”:
[18]
“... for the earth does not move. Were it to move, it would fall.”
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That is the Christian Mafiosi's fake of "divine revelation" beyond reason and past description...!
Everybody refusing to believe that has to go to hell (see: Mr 16:16)... One never knows what
religious criminals and Mafiosi do not know…

3.13 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Christian topmost Desperado (Jesus) had seen God

Somebody declaring himself as "god" is atheist since a believer in god rather would die of fear
before perpetrating that. A community doing that is an organized crime in atheism because folks
believing in god believers in god rather would die of fear before perpetrating this blasphemy.
Christians want to exalt their topmost instigator and supreme atheist as being superior to human
beings (“god”, “god’s son”). For example, they quote from the chronicle (thieves' cant: "gospel")
imputed to John:

Joh 1:18 (AKJV)
No man has seen God at any time, the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he has declared him -

Again, Christians divorce a saying from its Bible's contexts. Christian insidiously feign their concoctions
of chronicles to tally with the Bible (thieves' cant: "Old Testament”).
Quite the contrary! Ben-Pandera -- the Christian creeps, crooks n' brutes "god" -- in truths is inferior even
to most animals since the latter are able to love their offspring what the Christians' fake of "prophet of
love" is unable to do (see: Lu 14:26).
However, according to the Bible the one impostor being obsessed with keeping the "first place
in everything" (Col 1:18) only comes in second, i.e. Christian have to divorce the lie of the
concoction imputed to John from the following Bible's context:

Ge 32:30 NRSV
30 ”Jacob called the place Peniel, saying, "For I have seen God face to face, and yet my life is preserved."

Neither Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (thieves' cant: Jesus “Christ”) nor the author of the chronicle (thieves'
cant: "gospel") imputed to John nor the “correctors” of Christian chronicles (thieves' cant:
"gospels") sufficiently knew the scripture they refer to sham evidence for their brutal lust
for power…! Good gracious, what an "inerrant" and "infallible" “god’s word” the Christians are
keeping and bragging about
Christian Mafiosi want to tell others that philosophers know nothing... Those Mafiosi obviously do
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not (want to) know what poor sods of liars and felons they are. Christians' "Glad Tidings" are a
guidance how to commit crimes (almost) perfectly!
Those are the "Glad Tidings" for the creeps, crooks n' brutes!

.

3.14 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Christian "God" Ben-Pandera was a Cripple due
to Prediction

If Christians cannot but admit ugliness and deformity of the cripple they lifted to be their
[19]
“god” (Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera, nickname: Jesus “Christ”)
then they perfidiously refer to Isaiah to
cant and spin doctor disgrace of a very, very last one among those last ones or the sick needing a
physician (see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:31-32). They perpetrate that by all means and by stopping at
nothing, even not at utmost perfidy.

Isa 53:3 NRSV
3 He was despised and rejected by others; a man of suffering and acquainted with infirmity; and as one from
whom others hide their faces he was despised, and we held him of no account.

Once more and again, they have to divorce this passage from its context that on top of everything it is not
to apply to a god. Here, Christians mendaciously conceal, i.e. lie by omitting, that Isaiah’s -- like the
Jews’ -- Messiah is no god but a human being. Moreover, they have to divorce this Bible passage from
its context that as well in Judaism as in Christian sect’s human beings can be ugly or beautiful but
ugliness of supernatural beings, for instance, that one of Satan reveals their evilness. There is a
difference between the outward appearance of supernatural and human beings. For the former
one, ugliness is due to evilness. In contrast with Satan, angels are beautiful because they are good. Who
can object regarding Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (nickname: Jesus “Christ”) debunking himself as Satan than
as "god", already by his ugliness. However, there is much more to it than that. Christian shysters
and predators "catching men" (Lu 5:10) have to divorce this Bible passage from the following context.
If Christian predators succeed in blurring the knowledge of Yehoshua‘s outward appearance as a
cripple, they refer to Ps 45:3.

Ps 45:2 NRSV
You (Messiah) are the most handsome of men; grace is poured upon your lips; therefore God has blessed
you forever.
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This means that Christian foul mouths and foul players either have to divorce Isa 53:3 from its context
of Ps 45:2. Christian predators are used to quoting that what they deem as opportune to catch
individuals (see: Lu 5:10).
Liars and deceivers cannot do without divorcing passages from its context.

3.15 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Judas Iscariot -- hanging on the Cross (Crucifix)
in Place of his boss Jesus -- hanged himself

Claiming that Judas Iscariot purportedly committed suicide, again the Christians have to divorce
the corresponding quotation from its coherent context in their “New Testament”, quite according to
the logic of lies, deceit and perfidy:
Mt 27:5 NRSV
3

Throwing down the pieces of silver in the temple, he departed; and he (Judas Iscariot) went and hanged himself.

In its Acts of the “Apostles”, planet Earths most organized crime tells quite a different story about
Judas Iscariot’s dying. The only context is spite and hatred of the followers of the objectifications
of depravity and perfidy, i.e. Christians, in a disguise of “love” on their former accomplice:

Ac 1:18 NRSV
18 Now this man acquired a field with the reward of his wickedness; and falling headlong, he burst open in
the middle and all his bowels gushed out.

I.e. each version Christian try purporting about the end of Judas Iscariot they have to divorce from the
other one since early Christian dastards were at variance what death they desire for Judas. They
wanted each death for him but not the true one. If Judas Iscariot hanged in place of knave YehoshuaBen-Pandera, whoever can doubt that he hanged himself on the cross (at instigation of his Mafia boss)?
So, do not always call the Christians liars and deceivers …!
The logic of lies and deceits are contradictions!

3.16 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: All Authorities in Heaven and on Earth are given
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to Impostor Ben-Pandera (Thieves' Cant: Jesus “Christ”)

[20]
Christians claim that all authorities in heaven and on earth are given to the limping cripple “god”
of perfidy, e.g.

Mt 28:18 NRSV
18 And Jesus came and said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me (Jesus).
Even here, Christians cannot purport that without divorcing this passage from its coherent context.
For instance, from the quotations cited below.
Joh 14:28 NRSV
…I (Jesus) am going to the Father, because the Father is greater than I (Jesus).
Lu 18:19 NRSV
19 Jesus said to him, "Why do you call me good? No one is good but God alone.
Mr 6:5 NRSV
4
And he (Jesus) could do no deed of power there, except that he laid his hands on a few sick people and
cured them.

Moreover, they divorce this puking from Lu 4:6 where the other impostor (Satan, his father he and
the Christians call "god") vomits to keep the same…
Lies and deceits at every turn!

3.17 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: There is a Life hereafter

Christian predators (thieves' cant: “good shepherds”) wanting to “catch men” (Lu 5:10)
promise, respectively, terrorize their “beloved” conspecifics that there is a life hereafter. In addition,
they purport that there will be resurrection of the dead, doomsday, hell, purgatory and a start of
“the kingdom of god”. They have to divorce all those fabrications of their unscrupulous lust for
powers from their contexts. For instance, from the death penalty convict’s blather n’ baloney that there
will we be no “kingdom of god” and therefore no heaven, hereafter. Purportedly, that
what Christian topmost dastard tries to fobbing off as life hereafter was already present:

Lu 17:20-21 NRSV
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20 ¶ Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God was coming, and he answered, "The kingdom
of God is not coming with things that can be observed;
[21]
21 nor will they say, ‘Look, here it is!’ or ‘There it is!’ For, in fact, the kingdom of God is among you."

[22]
death penalty convict says the truths that
Unlike to his henchmen, to the Pharisees the disabled
nothing is to come because everything that should come is already present. Therefore, the Christians
also have to divorce those contrivances from the passages saying that at least everything that shall
come already should has occurred, indeed at the time when the Christian topmost dastard was living.

Mr 9:1 NRSV
1 ¶ And he said to them, "Truly I tell you, there are some standing here who will not taste death until they
see that the kingdom of God has come with power."
Mt 24:34 NRSV
34 Truly I tell you, this generation will not pass away until all these things have taken place.
Mr 13:30 NRSV
30 Truly I tell you, this generation will not pass away until all these things have taken place.
Lu 9:27 NRSV
27 But truly I tell you, there are some standing here who will not taste death before they see the kingdom of God.

However, how could his henchmen perpetrate their unscrupulous lust for power (thieves' cant:
“authority to bind and to loose on earth what simultaneously is bound and loosed in heaven”)
without their faked terror’s tool of doomsday and hell? How can the trinity of Satan, his Anointed
One (Greek: Christos) and their Christian predators “catch people” (Lu 5:10) without their “love”
of terrifying their victims becoming grilled in hot cauldron of oil if they do not comply with
their unscrupulous selfishness and ruthless delusion of grandeur playing “god” over their
conspecifics…? This would mean terrorism without weapons! Necessarily, they have to do what
they accuse others to do: divorcing the Bible passages from their context in order to prevent
themselves from becoming debunked as liars, deceivers and unscrupulous as perfidious terrorists…
In addition, when everything that is going to come what already should have happened during the life
time of his generation, then no resurrection of the dead and no ascension of monkey-Christ to heaven
has taken place…
There is no perfidy like Christianity!
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3.18 Divorcing Bible passages from its Context: Ben-Pandera had talks with his Henchmen
and Relatives while being executed Death Penalty

The followers of perfidy (Christians) want to give the impression that the Romans deliberately
were running the risk that the henchmen of death penalty convict Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (nickname:
Jesus “Christ”) could free him from his execution. In the chronicle of perfidy attributed to John, they
try giving the impression of a nice crucifixion party. According to this chronicle, the Roman
purportedly allowed the henchmen of one of the most serious insurgents that wanted to become king of
the province of Palestine (see: Joh 12:13) to stand by him at the cross and to keep him company while
being executed... Purportedly, the Romans wanted to proffer or provoke a rescue bid to the accomplices
of the would-be “King of Israel” (Joh 12:13) from the death row.. For instance:

Joh 19:27 NRSV
25 And that is what the soldiers did. Meanwhile, standing near the cross of Jesus were his mother, and
his mother’s sister, Mary the wife of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene.
26 When Jesus saw his mother and the disciple whom he loved standing beside her, he said to his
mother, "Woman, here is your son."
27 Then he said to the disciple, "Here is your mother." And from that hour the disciple took her into his own home.

I see, the Romans let all the followers of an insurgent and death penalty convict that wanted to become
king of one of their provinces by insurgence to be present at his execution. I see, his accomplices that
never shrink from any crime and atrocity for the profit of their own easily could free their accomplice
and talk that much to the punished one that according to this chronicle of perfidy (“John”) he only had
to suffer from being bored (“for the sins of the world”…)… However, those blatant fabrications, deceits
and contrivances the perfidious (Christians) again have to divorce from Bible contexts although they
only can find such fault with others, in particular, with their rivals and enemies.

Mt 27:55-56 NKJV
55 And many women who followed Jesus from Galilee, ministering to him, were there looking on from afar
(Latin Vulgate: “a longe”),
56 among whom were Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James and Joses, and the mother of
Zebedee’s sons.
Mr 15:50 NKJV
40 There were also women looking on from afar, among whom were Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James
the Less and of Joses, and Salome…
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That means the “sayings” of Ben-Pandera those fabricators of the chronicle imputed to John claim
are divorced from its just quoted Bible’s contexts…! Again evidence is provided that due to
their mendacity, Christian mountebanks cannot sell their counterfeit drugs without contradictions like
any other criminals contesting their crimes cannot do so, i.e. Christian dastards cannot do
without divorcing Bible passages from their context!

This contradiction is not unimportant for the fact how the “prophet” of perfidy (thieves' cant:
Jesus “Christ”) wangled his stunt of his “resurrection from the dead”…

3.19 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Shaul Paul does not lie
Christians feign that their (next to Jesus “Christ”) chief ideologist Shaul Paul did not lie.

Ro 9:1 (ASV)
1 ¶ I (Paul) say the truth in Christ, I (Paul) lie not…

However, even this passage the Christians have to divorce from its coherent context, e.g. of the
following passage of Shaul Paul.

Ro 3: 7-8 ASV
7 But if the truth of God through my (Paul’s) lie …

Here, Shaul Paul firstly confesses to lie and secondly admits his opinion that only fools tell the
truths…! Who wonders in view of the fact that Christianity addresses and worships Satan (as father)
and/or his son or Anointed One (Greek: Christos) as "god"? Even when claiming that the chief
ideologist of their much-vaunted early Christians kept to the truths, the Christians cannot do so
without divorcing corresponding “Bible” passages from their contexts…

Those, who are able to judge human nature, know that emphasizing matters of course generally proves
the contrary, viz, already debunks the liar. Telling the truths should be a matter of course, in particular,
for those even claiming (respectively, faking) to die for the truths. However, it is not a matter of course
for an organized crime faking a religion, i.e. for religious Mafiosi!
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By bragging about his lies, Shaul Paul mocks at the goofs n' fools being fettered in his (Christian) snares
n' traps... Only contempt is what the Christian shmuck (Shaul Paul) can "bestow" on the goofy and
simple-minded mugs (thieves' cant: "sheep")...

3.20 Divorcing of Bible Passages from its Context: Everybody is as depraved and perfidious
(Thieves' Cant: "sinner") as the Christian Rogues with Frocks and without Frocks are

For instance, if it is about canting Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s abomination of deceit beyond belief and
past description, Christians have to refer to the following part of the concerned contradiction:

Lu 5:31- 32 ASV
31 And Jesus answering said unto them, They that are in health have no need of a physician; but they
that are sick.
32

I am not come to call the righteous but sinners to repentance.

This part of contradiction matters if it is about to prevaricate why the dregs of humankind
with unrestrained lust for powers presume to pretend “god’s chosen” ones (see also: Lu 19:10, Mt 9:12
and Mr 2:17). The other part of this contradiction is that he in exchange for the utmost “humility” of
being addressed and worshiped as god, he flatters the “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31) as

“…salt of the earth”…” (Mt 5:13) or:
“… light of the world” (Mt 5:14) or
“… city… on a hill…” (ibid.).

This contradiction stayed because in the first centuries it was difficult to get Christian scriptures.
Finally, the codex of the “New Testament” was not fixed before the year 369, a time where Christendo(o)
m already had tricked being official state terrorism, i.e. this Christian Mafia could murder each
critic contradicting this sect. The reason for this contradiction seems to be the following one: Lu 5:31f as
the corresponding passage in of Lu 19:10, Mt 9:12f and Mr. 2:17f were said at the beginning of his
attempt at becoming acknowledged as the Jews’ Messiah. The contradictious part of the “sermon on
the mountain” (Mt 5:13f) he fabricated when already he saw that he will not succeed in getting trapped
the establishment of then Jewish society. The latter he obviously called the righteous ones (see: Lu
5:32). Failing to catch them (see: Lu 5:10), he resorted stirring up the laston the first ones by flattering
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the last . Shaul Paul later radicalizes this very Christian hatred (thieves’ cant: “love”, “charity”)
on humankind:

Ro 3:22 -23 NRSV
22 …For there is no difference;
23 for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God,

Those calling Christian sects the sects of Shaul Paul first should provide evidence that Yehoshua or
Paul could lie something else, after his wretched defeat on Palm Sunday to become “King of
Israel” (Joh 12:13). Instead of acceding to the throne of Israel, he became doomed to accede to the
gallows or cross, as it is the general lot of such felons. Of course, Christians try depicting this
miserable defeat as scheduled plan ("vicarious suffering", "vicarious atonement"), afterwards. However,
at last this defeat constitutes Ben-Pandera's and the early Christians' inveterate hatred and
vengeance (thieves' cant: "love" and "charity") on humankind. It is not to assume that this miserable
defeat had no effects on the mind of Ben-Pandera and his views on humankind! How else
should henchmen of perfidy prevaricate such a failure?

●

●

●

How else but by pretending to be “superior”, “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31) can command
the righteous ones to which they are inferior according to Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:32 and Lu 19:10, i.e.
to which they cannot hold a candle …?
How else can they hoodwink the righteous ones to believe in the contrivances of their lust for
power (thieves' cant: “belief”, “doctrines” etc.)?
How else could creeps, crook n’ brutes, i.e. impostors and pastors “modestly”, “meekly” and
“humbly” exalt themselves above the righteous ones and make the latter subservient to themselves…?

Lu 19:10 NRSV
10 “For the Son of Man came to seek out and to save the lost.”
Mt 9:13 NRSV
“… For I have come to call not the righteous but sinners. “
Mr 2:17 NRSV:
"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick; I have come to call not the righteous
but sinners…”
Lu 5:32 NRSV
31…"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick;
32
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I have come to call not the righteous but sinners to repentance."

Divorcing Bible passages from its Context

From all these passage Christian dastards have to divorce their quotations when lying that each
human being is that objectification of depravity, perfidy and criminality or that hidden dreg of
humankind, Christians undoubtedly are!
The also have to divorce their insane and goofy fabrications of "original sin" from these Bible contexts!
Christians cannot reconcile the truth that everybody is no (Christian) dastard n' bastard with
their megalomania, delusion of grandeur and unrestrained selfishness. Rather they lay the globe in
ruins than admitting that. In the language of perfidy these attitudes “vicariously” are passed off
as “humbleness” and “modesty” or even “sacrifice for one’s neighbor”…
There is no perfidy like Christianity!
This is the negative selection of individuals Ben-Pandera called for being addressed and worshiped
as “god”, in exchange.
This is the scum of humankind! If the Christians fool themselves that everybody is the same
perfidious dastard and infamous bastard or criminal they are, they can better bear their depravity.
This truth belongs to the truths, Ben-Pandera spared to his henchmen and henchwomen, according to
Joh 16:12.
The death penalty convict that is lifted up as Christian sects' „god“ takes the view that there are
righteous ones and depraved ones (thieves' cant: “sinners”). He hereby contradicts and confutes
Christian drivel about "original sin". Moreover, he takes the view that the depravity of the
perfidious (thieves' cant: “sinners”) -- causing iniquities, foul mouth and foul play – is no accident.

Mt 7:17-19 NRSV
17 in the same way, every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit.
18 A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree bear good fruit.

A depraved one (thieves' cant: “sinner”) cannot but produce foul mouth and foul play (thieves'
cant: “sins”) Hereby and by the utterance quoted below he refute all the Christians' excuse for their
crimes. Criminals only can do crimes! Depraved ones only depravities! They are slaves of their depravity:
Joh 8:34 NRSV
34 Jesus answered them, "Very truly, I tell you, everyone who commits sin is a slave to sin.

If Christians have enough political power as in the Middle Ages, the henchmen and henchwoman of
Ben-Pandera’s will repeat that what they always perpetrated. If an ancient critic of criminality
of Christianity would had predicted that criminality the Christians really perpetrated later, all
people would have called him mad and the mostly the Christians would had done so. Criminality
of Christianity is past description and beyond bounds because it appears as it moral reverses
(“love”, “charity” etc.). Criminality appearing as its moral reverse, e.g. as “charity”, is unleashed!
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Of course, if Christian sect could command the world without a fake of “god’s word”, Christian
Mafiosi would do so. The main matter is the preeminence of Christian Mafiosi… Robotizing their prey
to do deference to them, i.e. to those creeps, crooks n’ brutes of Christian clergies, is as important part
of Christian conditioning as the lie of Ben-Pandera’s purported “vicarious suffering” and
“vicarious atonement”.
The passages of Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:31-32 and Lu 19:10 etc. are again to divorce from the following
one and vice versa.
Ro 3:10 NRSV:
“As it is written: ’There is none righteous, no, not one’…”--

Here, we have to recall that gods in these (Christian) sects of perfidy are not the one(s) who have
spoken those words but those who decide by what part of contradictions the prey has to abide and what
it has to ignore. If Shaul Paul was right that there is no righteous one, he hereby would belie
Jesus “Christ” (see: Lu 19:10, Mt 9:13, Mr 2:17, Lu 5:32 and Mt 7:17-19). Here, indeed he belies his
“god” Jesus “Christ” and so all Christian sects do…!
Again, we can see how necessarily Christian sects are organized crimes. Christians cannot do without
spite, perfidy and violence! Each organized lie and deceit only can give up lies and deceit or become
an organized crime (Mafia). Before somebody tries prevaricating Christian crimes, he first should prove
this cognition as wrong and afterwards he may start reeling off the program he is robotized to play down...
However could Christian popes play to be “god” on Earth, viz, slaveholders of humankind if the liar
and deceiver, he refers to for this “Constantine” forgery (Jesus) does not fake to be “god”
keeping “authority in heaven and on Earth” (see: Mt 28:18)? How else but by crimes, foul play,
violence, barbarity and abomination one can muzzle and silence somebody to quote that from one’s
“god” or “holy scripture” one wants him to quote or one does not want him to quote?
Everything else presupposes honesty, probity and unambiguousness that are not given among the
two-faced followers of perfidy, i.e. Christianity.

Let us record at present: Only by violence -- and this means by conditioning, brainwashing, robotizing
and criminality –, one can make other to accept the one part of the contradiction and not the other one.
Due to the double-face of perfidy to each point of view, one can find the contradiction to it. Hereby
heretics necessarily come into being and the murders on them, since they refer to the tabooed parts
that insidiously are also passed off as “god’s word”, too and therefore have the same rights. Hence,
heretics are those, who do not chose the desired part of the contradictions, which Christian sects prefer
in view of their unscrupulous and ruthless lust for powers.
Moreover, beside the chores we already have given them, those -- wanting to spin-doctor and cant
planet Earth most organized crime and all their crimes, outrages, atrocities, barbarities and other sort
of abomination -- first should provide evidence that lie and deceit ever could be established in a
peaceful way! Afterwards, they again may restart reeling off their program how they are robotized
to excuse planet's Earth most organized crime's crimes.
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Hence, when demonstrating examples how Christians necessarily divorce Bible passages from its
contexts, we do not only present contradictions of “inerrant” and “infallible” Christian “god’s word”
so that one necessarily cannot adapt the one saying without divorcing it from its contradiction. Hereby
we also demonstrate how Christianity necessarily is foul mouth and foul play, i.e. mendacity, poison
and spite, viz, perfidy (destruction of human's social existence) etc.

Summary of this part:
Christianity is the attempt at the (almost) perfect crime. Christian chronicles (thieves' cant: "New Testament") are
a guidance for (almost) perfect criminality, in particular, how to camouflage foul play as its respective "moral"
reverse by perfidy (foul mouth) and to live one's (criminal) delusion of grandeur, unleashed and unrestraint.
Crimes and criminality are unleashed when appearing as "moral excellence". The latter is the idea of the
"Glad Tidings" for the last (thieves' cant: the sick needing a physician, see: Mt 9:12, Mr 2:17. Lu 5:31-32, Lu
19:10) desiring to pose as the "first ones" by stopping at nothing. Hereby, crimes and criminality shall
become unassailable. Ben-Pandera and his henchmen and henchwomen do not believe in religious matters like,
for instance, in god, heaven, hell, doomsday, Last Judgment, vicarious suffering and vicarious atonement etc.
Those religious concepts are opportune tricks to catch people (see: Lu 5:10). If Ben-Pandera and his Christian
Mafiosi could submit their prey by other tricks and without those religious items, he, respectively, they would do
so (see: Joh 10:8). The main thing is that the prey obeys on their predators' command, whether if they fancy to
obeying a command of the predators or one of "god"! The result is what matters!
Lies, deceits and perfidy at least consist of two parts (double standards): of the mask, on the one hand and the
grimace of depravity and criminality hidden behind the mask, on the other. That what is hidden behind the mask
is what the perfidious Christians really want. The mask is the Trojan horse to trap the prey one cannot convince
by reason and fair play. The chronicles (thieves' cant: "gospels") of perfidy (Christians cant: “New Testament”),
in particular, the four chronicles consist of innumerable contradictions, due to Ben-Pandera’s and the
Christian predators’ lies, deceits and perfidy. As each other deceitful criminal, Christians are “unable” to keep
and accomplish the “high standards” of their masks and Trojan Horse, already because they do not want to abide
by them but bluffing the victims. Psychological projections are a feature of perfidy, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera and
his Christian henchmen perpetrated more than other individuals do. They hardly can be outdone regarding this kind
of perfidy and criminality at all. Hence, Christians are used to upbraiding their inner and outer opponents or
enemies of divorcing of Bible passages from its context. This is a psychological projection, since due to
its contradictoriness no Christian can refer to the chronicles (thieves' cant: "gospels") without perpetrating the
same. Christian councils selected from their “god’s word” what parts of contradictions are to adapt and what
to ignore. Hereby necessarily Christianity becomes an organized crime, since divorcing of Bible passages from
its context only can be maintained by libeling, denouncing, poisoning, jailing and murdering those (heretics)
wanting adopt the respective other part of the contradictions, the “church” silently rejects. For instance, there
are many passages in the canonized “gospel” backing the position that Ben-Pandera is no “god” and ones that
he indeed pretends to be “god”. No Christian can take one view without divorcing all the passages saying
the respective reverse from its coherent context. Christian sects have no right to omit, ignore and reject any passage
of the Bible, since it even claims the reverse passages (that are ignored and/or rejected) as “god’s word”, too.
While adopting or rejecting particular parts of “god’s word”, Christianity concocts a “god’s word” of its own,
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viz, they only accept that what they want and reject that what they dislike. Hereby, those who execute choice
lift themselves alike god or even above god. “Gods” in Christian sects are those who decide what part of
the contradiction is to obey and what to ignore but not the one(s) who spoke those words. In other word:
Already because of the chronicles’ innumerable contradictions, Christianity cannot exist without criminality, i.
e. Christianity is no religion but an organized crime pursuing the selfishness of those disseminating it.
Protestantism ignores how the chronicles of perfidy became canonized or declared „authentic” or “non-authentic”
ones and nevertheless wanted to change the canon of the scripture. E.g., Protestant Martin L. wanted to remove
those parts of chronicles (thieves' cant: "gospels") and “epistles” that expose him (Martin L.) as blatant liar.
His slogan: “sola scriptura” (only the scripture) is only a joke! Nobody honestly can recommend a scripture
as salvation if he deems wrong parts in it.
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Annotations:

[1] The Gospel According to Thomas , NHC II,2, Translated by Thomas O. Lambdin, Selection made
from James M. Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library, revised edition. HarperCollins, San
Francisco, 1990, logion 98, on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/gthlamb.html, last call: 04/13/2007
[2]

Ancient Greek philosopher Celsus (about the year 178) in “Origen: Contra Celsus”, ed. The
Gnostic Society, book I, 61, http://www.gnosis.org/library/orig_cc1.htm, Last call: 06/14/2008
[3]

Julian, Roman emperor, quoted according to Kurt Eggers, The Emperor of the Romans against the
King of the Jews, From the scriptures of Julian the Apostate, Berlin 1941, p. 63 (Der Kaiser der Römer
gegen den König der Juden – Aus den Schriften Julians, des Abtrünnigen, Translation from the German
by my own. German text: „Ich habe die Erfahrung gemacht, daß selbst die Raubtiere dem Menschen
nicht so feindlich gesinnt sind wie die Christen gegeneinander!“
[4]

Celsus loc. cit.,, book I, 28,
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[5]

Regarding the outward appearance of Ben-Pandera (Jesus “Christ”) see: H. Atrott, What does Jesus
look like? 2006, on: http://www.bare-jesus.net/e401.htm, last call on: 10/28/2007
[6]

Julian, Roman emperor 332 363, quoted according to Kurt Eggers, The Emperor of the Romans
against the King of the Jews, From the scriptures of Julian the Apostate, Berlin 1941, p. 63 (Der Kaiser
der Römer gegen den König der Juden – Aus den Schriften Julians, des Abtrünnigen, Translation from
the German by my own. German text: „Ich habe die Erfahrung gemacht, daß selbst die Raubtiere dem
Menschen nicht so feindlich gesinnt sind wie die Christen gegeneinander!“
[7]

See: H. Atrott, What does Jesus look like?, 2006, on: http://www.bare-jesus.net/e401.htm , last call
on: 10/28/2007
[8]

The Gospel of Thomas, translated by Thomas O. Lambdin, logion 71, on: http://www.gnosis.
org/naghamm/gthlamb.html, last call on 10/26/2007
[9]

The Gospel of Thomas, Loc. cit. , Logion 98

[10]

Celsus, in: Origin on Celsus, I: 28, on: http://www.gnosis.org/library/orig_cc1.htm, Last
call: 06/14/2008 (verbatim quoted below)
[11]

Ancient Greek philosopher Celsus (about the year 178) in “Origen: Contra Celsus”, ed. The
Gnostic Society, book I, 61, http://www.gnosis.org/library/orig_cc1.htm, Last call: 06/14/2008
[12]
[13]
[14]

See: H. Atrott, What does Jesus look like?, loc. cit.
See: H. Atrott, What does Jesus look like?, loc. cit.
See also: Ro 1:3. “Tim 2:8 and Heb 2:16

[15]

Celsus in “Eight books of Origen contra Celsus”, book I, 28, loc. Cit “For he (Celsus) represents
him disputing with Jesus, and confuting him, as he thinks, on many points; and in the first place, he accuses him
of having "invented his birth from a virgin," and upbraids him with being "born in a certain Jewish village, of a
poor woman of the country, who gained her subsistence by spinning, and who was turned out of doors
by her husband, a carpenter by trade, because she was convicted of adultery; that after being driven
away by her husband, and wandering about for a time, she disgracefully gave birth to Jesus, an
illegitimate child, who having hired himself out as a servant in Egypt on account of his poverty, and having
there acquired some miraculous powers, on which the Egyptians greatly pride themselves, returned to his
own country, highly elated on account of them, and by means of these proclaimed himself a God."
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[16]

ibidem

[17]

Translation from the German into US-English by my own. Here, I refer to the German edition
of Tertullian, Die Prozeßeinreden gegen die Häretiker, in: Tertullians apologetische, dogmatische
und montanistische Schriften (The Prescription Against Heretics, in: Tertullian’s apologetic, dogmatic
and montanistic scriptures, translated and interpreted by Heinrich Kellner, edited by Gerhard
Esser, (Bibliothek der Kirchenväter), Kempten/München 1915, S. 314 – German original: "Wir indes
bedürfen seit Jesus Christus des Forschens nicht mehr, auch nicht des Untersuchens, seitdem das
Evangelium verkündet worden. Wenn wir glauben, so wünschen wir über das Glauben hinaus weiter nichts
mehr. Denn das ist das erste, was wir glauben: es gebe nichts mehr, was wir über den Glauben hinaus noch zu
glauben haben." (on::http://www.tertullian.org/articles/
kempten_bkv/bkv24_14_de_praescriptione_haereticorum.htm, last call 01/03/2007).
„Christian "reverend" Peter Holmes translates somewhat beclouded: "We (Christian sinners) want no
curious disputation after possessing Christ Jesus, no inquisition after enjoying the gospel! With our faith, we desire
no further belief. For this is our palmary faith, that there is nothing which we ought to believe besides."
Tertullian, The Prescription against Heretics. Translated by the Rev. Peter Holmes, Chapter VII, on:
http://www.tertullian.org/anf/anf03/anf03-24.htm#P3230_1152848

[18]

The Dialogue of the Savior, Translated by Stephen Emmel, Selection made from James M.
Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library, revised edition. HarperCollins, San Francisco, 1990. on:
http://www.gnosis.org/~gnosis/naghamm/dialog.html

[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]

See: H. Atrott, What does Jesus look like?, loc. cit.
See: Ibidem
See also: The Gospel of Thomas, loc. cit. logion 3
See: H. Atrott, What does Jesus look like?, loc. cit.
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